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Abstract

Independent judges are thought to promote democratic regime survival by allowing perceived
violations of rules limiting arbitrary power to be challenged non-violently in a fair setting,
governed by transparent rules. Yet, judges are often subjected to public shaming and politically
motivated removals. Courts are sometimes packed with partisan allies of the government, their
jurisdiction is nearly always subject to political control and their decisions can be ignored.
For all of these reasons, scholars have identified patterns of prudential decision-making that is
sensitive to political interests even on the most well-respected courts in the world. If these forces
all operate on judges, what, if any, are the conditions under which judges can be conceived of as
defenders of democracy? How could judges subject to political pressures stabilize a democratic
regime? This document summarizes a book that addresses these questions. We argue that
despite these pressures judges can enhance regime stability by incentivizing prudence on behalf
of elites, both those who control that state, i.e., leaders, and those on whose support leaders
depend. Empirically, we leverage original data on judicial behavior, judicial institutions, and
policy using a sample of all democratic political systems for over 100 years. We re-examine
empirical claims of existing models of courts and democracy as well as original claims derived
from our own work.
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The election of Donald J. Trump to the presidency of the United States disrupted the otherwise

abstract and politically disconnected world of American political science. Scholars once content

to publish in journals hidden behind paywalls began writing opinion pieces in print media sources

and granting interviews with broadcasters, radio stations and podcasts, all questioning whether

American democracy was indeed in danger. With the assistance of a core of young journalists

committed to evidence-based reporting, scholars mobilized to bring decades of research on the

nature of authoritarianism to the public discourse.1 As the field promoted past research, it also

created new measurement strategies designed to characterize changes in important elements of

democratic life, engaging the whole discipline in the process of data production.2

In a New York Times opinion piece in December of 2016, Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt

put the matter bluntly, writing

Is our democracy in danger? With the possible exception of the Civil War, American

democracy has never collapsed; indeed, no democracy as rich or as established as Amer-

ica’s ever has. Yet past stability is no guarantee of democracy’s future survival. We

have spent two decades studying the emergence and breakdown of democracy in Europe

and Latin America. Our research points to several warning signs.”3

Noting that many Americans place their faith in the state’s system checks and balances, Levitsky

and Ziblatt remind us that the ultimate success of formal checks on the politically powerful de-

pend on a variety of informal norms, including the notion of a legitimate opposition, partisan and

presidential restraint. To this list, we should add respect for general rule of law values, including a

deep societal commitment to an independent judiciary as the arbiter of fundamental constitutional

norms.

Just eight days after President Trump’s inauguration, the American system of checks and bal-

ances was tested. On January 27, 2017, with little input from the Departments of State, Homeland

1See for example the reporting in Amanda Taub’s “The Rise of American Authoritarianism,”
https://www.vox.com/2016/3/1/11127424/trump-authoritarianism

2See for example the work of John Carey, Gretchen Helmke, Brendan Nyhan and Susan Stokes
developing Bright Line Watch, http://brightlinewatch.org/about-us-new/.

3https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/16/opinion/sunday/is-donald-trump-a-threat-to-democracy.

html?_r=0
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Security or Defense, President Trump issued Executive Order 13769, which immediately prohibited

entry into the United States nationals from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan Syria and Yemen.4

The order also suspended the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) for a period of 120

days, widening the policy’s impact beyond the seven named states. As a consequence of requiring

the immediate implementation of the order hundreds of individuals were detained at the nation’s

airports, some of whom enjoyed permanent U.S. residency status.

By Sunday January 29, the Department of Homeland Security clarified that it would not bar

the entry of permanent residents, yet roughly 500,000 residents would nevertheless be subject to

extended screening activities.5 President Trump’s order required that upon resumption of the

USRAP, the Secretary of Homeland Security would be directed to “make changes, to the extent

permitted by law, to prioritize refugee claims made by individuals on the basis of religious-based

persecution, provided that the religion of the individual is a minority religion in the individual’s

country of nationality.” Critically, in an interview with the Christian Broadcasting Network, Presi-

dent Trump clarified that this element of the order was designed to aid individuals of the Christian

faith.6

Almost immediately, dozens of legal challenges to the executive order were launched. Many of

the initial challenges took the form of habeas corpus petitions seeking the release of individuals

who were detained at the nation’s airports.7 The State of Washington filed for declaratory and

injunctive relief in order to protect its “residents, employers and educational institutions,” which it

4Executive Order: Protecting the National from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States,
January 27, 2017.

5http://www.vox.com/2017/1/28/14425150/green-card-ban-muslim-trump.

6http://time.com/4652367/donald-trump-refugee-policy-christians/

7For example, Aziz v. Trump No. 1:17-cv-00116 (E.D.Va. 2017) involved two Yemini brothers,

Tareq Aqel Mohammend Aziz and Ammar Aqel Mohammed Aziz, who were detained by the U.S.

Customs and Border Protection at Washington-Dulles Airport pursuant to the executive order

despite having been previously granted Lawful Permanent Resident status by the State Department.

Similarly, Darweesh v. Trump involved two Iraqi men who were detained at John F. Kennedy

International Airport despite having valid U.S. visas.
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argued would be powerfully harmed by the executive order. On January 28, Judge Ann Donnelly of

the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York issued an emergency stay of removal,

which arguably halted the continued enforcement of Trump’s order; and on February 3, U.S. District

Court Judge for the Western District of Washington James L. Robart issued a temporary restraining

order on a nationwide basis enjoining the most important sections of Executive Order 13769. This

decision was affirmed by a three judge panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals on February 9.

Revisions to the first executive order ultimately produced more than 50 separate litigations carried

out across most of the country’s legal system.

Reflecting on Judge Donnelly’s emergency stay, ACLU Executive Director Anthony Romero

exclaimed, “What we’ve shown today is that the courts can work. They’re a bulwark in our

democracy.”8 Yet weeks after the Ninth Circuit’s decision the Trump administration issued a

second executive order in March and a proclamation in late September, which modified the original

order, changing the states subject to the ban and adding a variety of exemptions resulting in a

more limited travel ban. In June 2018 a divided Supreme Court upheld the proclamation finding

among other things that there was a facially valid rationale for the administration’s restrictions.9

Ultimately, the Trump administration succeeded in some aspects of its original plan. Travelers from

a number of majority Muslim countries have been effectively banned from entry. Importantly, the

Court declined to find an unconstitutional religious rationale for the restrictions, largely ignoring

the many public statements by the president and his advisers which clearly raised the possibility.

Instead the court found a facially neutral explanation based in the president’s authority to protect

national interests through immigration policy. Yet it is also important to notice that the policy

which ultimately survived judicial scrutiny was considerably changed from the original. Lawful

permanent residence and individuals will be granted asylum are exempted, among many other

cases.

Our book considers Romero’s claim. If the federal judiciary of the United States helped protect

American democracy, how to do so? Is the protective function of a court limited to its ability

to strike down policies that are inconsistent with some view of democracy? May courts protect

8http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-aclu-profile-20170131-story.html.

9Trump v. Hawaii, 585 U.S. (2018).
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democracy through other mechanisms and how might that work? More broadly, we ask, ‘under

what conditions, if any, are courts capable of being defenders of democracy?’ Answering these

questions first requires clarity about what is being defended. Are courts understood to be defenders

of democracy understood in a maximal, substantive sense or are they understood as defenders of

democracy in a minimal, procedural sense, or both? The answer to that question notwithstanding,

we are led then to ask how what is commonly understood as a feature of modern democratic states,

independent courts, might go about protecting these states. And how can this work if judges are

politically appointed, subject to political pressure, and ultimately able to be ignored? In short, by

what mechanism could course defend democracy?

This paper is an overview of our book project’s main contributions and it proceeds in five parts.

In Section 2, we develop concepts useful when considering judicial effects on regime survival. In

Section 3, we review existing theoretical models of judges as bulwarks, highlighting their contribu-

tions and ending with a discussion of several open questions whose answers elude current models.

In Section 4, we introduce a model of how courts help manage potential misunderstandings be-

tween leaders and supporters within a regime. In Section 5, we summarize the main theoretical

and empirical insights from the model and summarize empirical implications that we test in our

manuscript. Our primary theoretical claims are that independent courts can strengthen regimes

in two ways: (1) by incentivizing leaders to less frequently take actions that are likely to raise

questions about whether regime rules have been broken and by incentivizing the opposition to less

aggressive police potential violations of regime rules, and (2) in limited circumstances, by improving

the quality of communication between leaders and the opposition about the rationale for actions

that might appear to violate regime rules. As we develop below, by reducing conflict in this way,

courts produce two types of exchanges. Leaders exchange inter-branch conflict for partisan conflict,

and all elites exchange greater opportunities for peace for governments that are less willing to act

on private information, even when all parties would benefit. Finally, for this mechanism to work,

courts must be willing to accept defiance of their orders. Indeed, some degree of non-compliance

can be a healthy part of a functioning democratic regime.
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Defenders of Democracy

The notion that judges should act as defenders of democratic systems, their values, and their pro-

cesses is a common and well-respected position. Writing in the Harvard Law Review, former Israeli

Supreme Court President Aharon Barak clarifies the breadth of Anthony Romero’s proposition and

places it in historical context. He writes:

The [role] of the judge in a democracy is to protect the constitution and democracy itself.

Legal systems with formal constitutions impose this task on judges, but judges also play

this role in legal systems with no formal constitution. Israeli judges have regarded it

as their role to protect Israeli democracy since the founding of the state, even before

the adoption of a formal constitution. In England, notwithstanding the absence of a

written constitution, judges have protected democratic ideals for many years. Indeed, if

we wish to preserve democracy, we cannot take its existence for granted. We must fight

for it. This is certainly the case for new democracies, but it is also true of the old and

well. Anything can happen. If democracy was perverted and destroyed in the Germany

of Kant, Beethoven, and Goethe, it can happen anywhere . . . I do not know whether the

supreme court judges in Germany could have prevented Hitler from coming to power in

the 1930’s. But I do know that a lesson of the Holocaust and of the Second World War

is the need to enact democratic constitutions and ensure that they are put into effect

by supreme court judges whose main task is to protect democracy (Barak 2002).

Judge Barak’s position reflects well the consensus that developed in the 20th century among

the global legal community, which mobilized around the goal of promoting democratization and

human rights. A highly professional and independent judiciary came to be understood as one of the

central pillars of rule of law advocacy efforts aimed at supporting new democracies and encouraging

reform in authoritarian contexts. The clear recognition of an obvious theoretical tension between

majoritarian values and legal limits on authority notwithstanding (e.g. Friedman 2002), judges

exercising various forms of constitutional review came to be viewed as key defenders of democratic

norms. In the introduction to its 2002 report on the promotion of judicial independence and

impartiality, the U.S. Agency for International Development writes
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Judicial independence is important for precisely the reasons that the judiciary itself is

important . . . In democratic, market-based societies, independent and impartial judi-

ciaries contribute to the equitable and stable balance of power within the government.

They protect individual rights and preserve the security of person and property. They

resolve commercial disputes in a predictable and transparent fashion that encourages

fair competition and economic growth. They are key to countering public and private

corruption, reducing political manipulation, and increasing public confidence in the

integrity of government.

Even in stable democracies, the influence of the judiciary has increased enormously

over the past several decades. Legislation protecting social and economic rights has

expanded in many countries, and with it the court’s role in protecting those rights. The

judiciary has growing responsibility for resolving increasingly complex national and

international commercial disputes. As criminal activity has also become more complex

and international and a critical problem for expanding urban populations, judges play

a key role in protecting the security of citizens and nations (Miklaucic 2002).

In times where core democratic norms appear to be threatened, where historical understandings

of the limits of state power are suddenly called into question, there is a undeniable optimism in

these perspectives. Norms of legislative and executive constraint may be violated, perhaps discarded

entirely, yet as long as the courts of law are open for business and judges are willing to constrain

the state, democracies may backslide but they are unlikely to collapse. It is a comforting story.

The story is comforting not only because of its clear normative appeal but also because of

well-known examples in which courts have either claimed or been explicitly delegated a role for

protecting democratic norms. In its 1951 Southwest States Case (1 VBerfGE 14), the German

Federal Constitutional Court was asked to invalidate two federal statutes designed to reorganize

three Laender created during the period of allied occupation, Baden-Württemberg, Baden and

Württemberg-Hohenzollern, into the single Land Baden-Wüttemberg. The first statute extended

the lives of the Laender parliaments until the reorganization could be completed, thus suspending

upcoming elections. The second statute laid of the procedures for the reorganization. In its opinion,

the Court wrote
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An individual constitutional provision cannot be considered as an isolated clause and

interpreted alone. A constitution has an inner unity, and the meaning of any one part

is linked to that of the other provisions. Taken as a unit, a constitution reflects certain

overarching principles and fundamental decisions to which individual provisions are sub-

ordinate . . . Thus this Court agrees with the statement of the Bavarian Constitutional

Court, “That a constitutional provision itself may be null and void, is not conceptually

impossible just because it is part of the constitution. There are constituent principles

that are so fundamental and such an extent an expression of a law that precedes even

the constitution that they also bind the frame of the constitution, and other constitu-

tional provisions that do not rank so high may be null and void because they contravene

these principles.” (as quoted in Jackson and Tushnet 2006, p. 588).

Against the backdrop of the principle that the Basic Law ought to be thought of as a logical whole,

the nature of which is itself limited by certain higher principles of law, the Court continued, writing

The Basic Law has decided in favor of a democracy as the basis for the governmental

system . . . As prescribed by the Basic Law, democracy requires not only that parliament

control the Government, but also that the right to vote of eleible voters is not removed

or impaired by unconstitutional means . . . It is true that the democratic principle does

not imply that the life of a Landtag must not exceed four years or that it cannot

be extended for important reasons. But this principle does require that the term of a

Landtag, whose length was set by the people in accepting their constitution, can only be

extended through procedures prescribed in that constitution, i.e., only with the consent

of the people. (as quoted in Jackson and Tushnet 2006, p. 588).

By extending the Laender parliaments’ life without consent of the voters in the affected areas,

the federation had violated the right to vote. Beyond invalidating federal statues in order to preserve

fundamental democratic liberties, the Court endorsed a powerful principle restricting amendments

to the Basic Law that might contravene fundamental norms of a democratic society. Conceived

of in this way, constitutional review serves as a backstop against any legislative effort that might

undermine basic democratic principles.
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An extraordinary variant of this power was conferred upon the South African Constitutional

Court during its transition to democracy. A key element of the compromise that allowed for the

relatively peaceful transition to democracy involved an agreement at the Multi-party Negotiating

Process to 34 Constitutional Principles which would guide the drafting of South Africa’s new

constitution. The Constitutional Court was explicitly delegated the power to certify that the

constitution conformed to the 34 principles (see Constitutional Court of South Africa Case 23/96.).

By the end of the twentieth century, providing a form of constitutional review had become a

common piece of the constitutional architecture of transiting states. Notably, democratic reforms

across post-communist Europe were accompanied by forms of constitutional control relying on

powerful constitutional courts whose initial appointments were drawn from pools of highly qualified

and well-regarded jurists (See the excellent discussion in Schwartz 2000). Despite clear variation in

the level of activism, courts across the region were credited with decisions helping transition from

an authoritarian past to a democratic form of government. Indeed, the Constitutional Court of

Hungary played such an important role in the provision of social and economic rights during the

1990s that Kim Scheppele called it “arguably more democratic than the Parliament even though

the judges are not directly elected” (Scheppele 2005).

So too in Latin America have courts been a part of the story through which democratic norms

come to be fully adopted. The Constitutional Court of Colombia is recognized internationally for

giving meaning and force to core commitments of the 1991 Constitution, requiring the state to

provide the social and economic rights which the highest law demands (e.g. Cepeda-Espinosa 2004,

Uprimny 2003). The Constitutional Court is also credited for developing a flexible jurisprudence

on the natural of military jurisdiction, which has allowed for the successful negotiation of civil-

military relations during a prolongated period of violent conflict (Ŕıos-Figueroa 2016). Similarly

the Constitutional Chamber of the Costa Rican Supreme Court is credited with massively expanding

access to justice over social and economic rights claims, especially in the context of health (Wilson

and Rodŕıguez Cordero 2006). And following a notorious delay, in the late 1990s, the judiciary

of Chile eventually began to investigate credible claims of gross human rights abuses under the

Pinochet regime, a critical source of accountability in the aftermath of the democratic transition

(e.g. Huneeus 2010, Sikkink 2011).
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Across many years and multiple political contexts, courts have been empowered to speak to

the nature of a state’s democratic practices. They have developed jurisprudence identifying the

limits of state authority under democratic constitutions; and, they have provided access to citizens

seeking redress for violations of core democratic principles.

Defensive Failures

Just as there are powerful stories of judges coming to the defense of democratic states, it is clear

that courts, even courts that are formally independent and unconnected politically from sitting

governments, are far from successful sources of democratic restraint in all cases. Created by the

communist regime in 1982, the Polish Constitutional Tribunal (CT) emerged through the demo-

cratic transition as an important source of constitutional control. Beginning in the middle of the

2000s, the CT would become a locus of conflict in the political competition between the Chris-

tian democratic Civic Platform (PO) and the conservative, national Law and Justice Party (PiS).

The battle would come to a dramatic head in the weeks following the October 2015 parliamentary

election.

Following eight years as the dominant coalition partner in Poland’s government, public opinion

polling in the summer of 2015 strongly suggested that PO was likely to lose a considerable number

of seats in the October parliamentary elections. In June, the PO government enacted a new statute

on the CT, which permitted it to replace five judges, all of whom had terms that were set to expire

after the pending election. Two terms would expire after the seating of the new parliament. Under

the prior institutional framework, the new government would have been empowered to appoint

these judges.

The five additional PO appointments meant that it had appointed 14 out of 15 CT judges;

however, Andrzej Duda, the President of Poland, refused to administer the oath of office for the

five new appointees. After taking office following an election that gave it a majority of seats in the

Sejm, the PiS amended the PO’s constitutional court act, annulling the appointment of the five

PO judges. The amendment created five new positions, limited the term of office for the President

of the Tribunal, ended the tenure of the sitting President and Vice President, and stipulated that

a judge’s term begins only after the administration of the oath of office before the President of
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Poland. On December 2, the PiS-controllled Sejm appointed five new judges in direct defiance of

a CT order demanding the Sejm abstain for doing so until the constitutionality of the amendment

could be reviewed. President Duda administered the oath of office to the new PiS judges.

On December 3, a five judge panel of the CT found that the three PO-appointed judges who

replaced judges whose terms were expiring prior to the new parliamentary session were validly

appointed. On December 9, the CT found multiple aspects of the PiS amendments to the Consti-

tutional Tribunal Act to be unconstitutional, including the termination of the President and the

Vice President’s terms. The government rejected the decision, refusing to publish it in the state’s

Journal of Laws. By the end of the January, 2016 the government passed a budget a bill cutting

the CT’s yearly budget by roughly 10 percent. Ignoring concerns expressed by the European Com-

mission that it was undermining judicial independence and democracy, the PiS continued its efforts

to reform the judiciary through 2017, amending rules for appointing and removing judges across

the system and at all levels (Commission N.d.).

The Polish experience is far from unique. Courts seeking to constrain leaders are often the target

of institutional attacks. Judges are removed from their posts. Key institutions of judicial powers

are reformed or eliminated altogether. Appointment rules are changed so as to concentrate staffing

authority in a single power center (Helmke 2010, Pérez-Liñán and Castagnola 2009). Some of the

attacks are so serious that they render effectively eliminate the courts as a source of constraint.

Indeed, in 2007, Bolivia’s Constitutional Tribunal was rendered inquorate as a consequence of

politically motivated impeachments and resignations in the context of major conflict between the

judiciary and President Evo Morales (Castagnola and Pérez-Liñán 2011).

The Polish case also reminds us that judicial orders are broadly understood to not be self-

enforcing, a challenge that is particularly pressing when the target of an order is the state itself

(Becker and Feeley 1973, Birkby 1966). Critically, although there many examples of non-compliance

in settings not characterized by high levels of the rule of law (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008), courts

are not always obeyed in rule of law states (Vanberg 2005, Carrubba, Gabel and Hankla 2008,

Chilton and Versteeg 2018). The Constitutional Bench of Costa Rica’s Supreme Court confronts a

variety of compliance challenges in its amparo jurisdiction (Staton, Gauri and Cullell 2015). The

Netanyahu government’s pattern of evading High Court and administrative court decisions across

a very wide set of issue areas is particularly notorious (for Civil Rights in Israel N.d.).
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Perhaps of greatest concern, scholars have suggested that in order to avoid conflict and non-

compliance, judges often engage in politically deferential patterns of decision making, at least in

particularly salient cases, which render the constraints they might place on governments practically

non-binding (e.g., Bill Chávez and Weingast 2011, Rodŕıguez-Raga 2011, Carrubba, Gabel and

Hankla 2008). Summarizing these challenges, USAID’s Office of Democracy and Governance writes:

[I]n several countries, governments have refused to comply with decisions of the consti-

tutional court (e.g., Slovakia and Belarus) and substantially reduced the court’s power

(e.g., Kazakhstan and Russia). This illustrates the dilemma constitutional courts of-

ten face: Should they make the legally correct decision and face the prospect of non-

compliance and attacks on their own powers, or should they make a decision that avoids

controversy, protects them, and possibly enables them to have an impact in subsequent

cases? Bold moves by constitutional courts can be instrumental in building democracy

and respect for the courts themselves. However, the local political environment will de-

termine the ability of the courts to exercise independent authority in these high stakes

situations (Democracy and Governance 2002).

These facts raise serious questions about the capacity of courts to serve as defenders of democ-

racy. If judges attempting to hold leaders accountable are often the target of institutional attacks;

if court orders can be ignored even in states with seemingly significant commitments to the rule of

law; if politically savvy judges avoid conflict precisely when they are needed, how is it that they

can serve as bulwarks of democracy?

What is being protected and what does it mean to protect?

In asking whether a court can come to the defense of democracy we confront an immediate con-

ceptual challenge over what it is exactly that we believe courts are defending. While it is not

useful to argue over which definition of democracy, among the many alternatives, is “correct,” it

is nevertheless helpful to focus attention on the concept scholars seem to have in mind. As it

turns out, a cursory review of the cases in which courts have or have not come to the defense of

democracy illustrates that the definitions scholars and journalists adopt likely span the conceptual

universe. When the German Federal Constitutional Court strikes down the first reorganization act,
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it does so in order to protect the democratic right to vote, an essential component of minimalist and

procedural concepts of democracy. In contrast, what made the Hungarian Constitutional Court so

democratic in the eyes of Scheppele was its commitment to social and economic rights, common

components of maximalist and substantive concepts of democracy. For the purposes of evaluating

the validity of measures we use in our empirical work, it is no doubt critical to provide a clear

definition of democracy; however, at this point, it is simply worth noting that scholars claim that

courts might protect democracy, conceived of in a variety of ways.

What we mean when we ask whether courts can be bulwarks of democracy is whether courts

are capable of promoting respect for what we will call “fundamental regime rules.” However we

conceive of democracy, the right to vote and to mobilize politically would appear to be fundamental

regime rules. It is hard to imagine a political system that we would call democratic in which

these rights were not respected. So too is the right to political speech. But the right to health,

to equal protection under the law, or to a federal structure of the state might also qualify as

fundamental regime rules in particular contexts. From a contractual conception of democratic

regimes, these rules reflect the core commitments competing groups make to each other when coming

to a compromise over regimes that transfer power peacefully via elections. Their violation calls

into question social understandings about the nature of the regime itself. What we are interested

in is whether courts can promote adherence to these rules.

We must also ask about the outcomes indicating a break with regime rules. In other words,

what counts as a failure or a success in the protection of democracy? A simple answer is that

democracy is protected when regime rules are respected or when the failure to respect a rule is

corrected via the legal process. Thus, to observe and remedy a violation of the right to vote counts

are protection whereas the failure to see such a violation or the inability to correct it would not. A

more subtle answer recognizes that democratic values are never fully realized in states (Dahl 1971).

There are periods in which particular regime rules are violated while regimes themselves remain

relatively robust. What is particularly troubling in democracy is the collapse of social commitments

to the peaceful transition of power via the electoral process. On this account, we might then ask

whether courts are capable of ensuring not only particular adherence to regime rules but to the

underlying process of peaceful compromise essential to democratic politics. Our view is that these
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two outcomes are intimately related, but as we develop, courts might be capable of promoting peace

even when they are incapable of ensuring absolute adherence to certain regime rules.

Existing Theoretical Models

Let us suppose that we accept Judge Barak’s normative claims about the role of the judiciary in

a democratic society. And suppose further that we accept U.S.A.I.D.’s summary of the variety

of ways through which independent judiciaries can enrich and sometimes come to the defense of

democracy. In doing so we will have accepted a normative claim on the one hand about the role that

we envision for judges in a democratic state and on the other hand we will have accepted a number

of pathways through which judges might influence democratic politics. What we will not have done

is give a model of how judges do this in practice. It is one thing to envision judges as bulwarks

of democracy; and yet it is quite another thing for judges to perform this role in the context of a

real political system, rife with both routine incentives and serious dangers that can undermine this

role for judges in practice. If we are to take seriously the notion of judges as democratic defenders,

we will require an understanding of politics in which judges should be expected to play this role in

fact. We need to understand the mechanism or mechanisms through which courts might influence

democracy.

Theoretical models of law and politics generally take one of three views about that role judges

might play as a protector of democratic regimes. The first view understands judicial independence,

as well as the effective exercise of judicial powers, to be an outcome of political competition. Under

conditions of sufficient political competition, competing parties agree to be bound by the decisions

of judges because this is a core part of a long-run compromise over the nature of the political

regime (Stephenson 2003, Hanssen 2004). A similar view is reflected in the account of judicial

independence given by North and Weingast (1989). They envision independent courts as part of

the institutional architecture by which political leaders make promises that are credible to potential

creditors. Judicial independence from this perspective is a choice that leaders make in order to

ensure state solvency or promote economic growth. Likewise, the account of independent courts as a

form of political “insurance” describes a political process linking political competition to influential

courts (Ginsburg 2003). It is the fear of losing power, and the hope that courts might protect
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their interests against potential transgressions in the future, that causes political groups to create

judiciaries incentivized and empowered to constrain current leaders. Political competition results

in the construction of institutions designed to promote judicial independence. These institutions

result in judges who engage in independent decision-making. The key implication of this line of

research is that, far from a defender of democracies, judges are an outcome of democratic regimes.

A second view of emerges from models that have focused on judicial-government interactions,

seeking conditions under which courts are willing and able of holding governments accountable.

One prominent account is that courts are more likely to attempt to hold leaders accountable under

conditions of political fragmentation (e.g. Ŕıos-Figueroa 2007). As governments find it increasingly

difficult to coordinate on a response to unfavorable judicial decisions, judges are more willing

to attempt to hold them to regime rules. Another account focuses on public support for courts,

suggesting that courts gain leverage over elected officials only in so far as communities are unwilling

to countenance state choices to ignore judicial decisions (e.g. Vanberg 2005). On this second view,

judges are capable of holding leaders to regime rules. To do so; however, courts must be willing to

identify regime rule violations and they must be able to make their decisions stick. Critically, this

line of research courts suggests that courts may be able to hold officials to regime rules, but they

are particularly able to do so when they enjoy public support or when government is constrained,

typically through the fragmentation of power. When courts do not find support in this way, they

are particularly careful about the decisions they make, often failing to exercise their powers in order

to save their posts.

A final view derives from research on political regimes and focuses on a pernicious informational

feature of delegating power to an individual or group. The problem is that once state power

is delegated to a group it gains an informational advantage over those out of power. Critically,

perceptions that political leaders have violated fundamental limits on their authority are common

sources of political instability (Boix and Svolik 2013, Diamond, Linz and Lipset 1995, Linz and

Stepan 1996, Linz 1978, O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986). Managing beliefs about the extent to which

leaders are constrained thus represents a critical governance challenge. Scholars have suggested

that courts help groups manage this problem by providing an adjudicative process in cases where

leaders are perceived to have violated a rule. On one account, courts are assumed to learn private

information about whether leaders are acting in good faith when challenged (Carrubba 2005). A
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related account relaxes the assumption of private information, instead suggesting that through the

briefing process, parties necessary for a regime to survive are able to learn about the preferences and

resolve of other parties (Carrubba and Gabel 2014); and thus learn whether perceived violations

will be tolerated or not. In each case, information is revealed and regime conflict is avoided precisely

because courts are attentive to real political pressures and seek to minimize cases in which they

issue orders that are defied. A third account suggests that through jurisprudence that invites

experimentation and dialogue courts can help avoid costly conflicts by promoting learning about

the nature of perceived violations (Ŕıos-Figueroa 2016). Each of these accounts suggests that

courts might promote democratic regimes by influencing informational challenges that undermine

democratic compromise. As is true of the second view, though, courts on these accounts are

strategically deferential, avoiding conflict whenever possible.

Each of these views sheds important light on the capacity of courts to serve as bulwarks of

democracy. The first view, which is skeptical of courts’ ability to be protectors of political com-

promise is no doubt persuasive. Put simply, democratic regimes confront some challenges that are

unlikely to be fixed by judges exercising their powers. Communities sometimes choose to undermine

judicial independence as a means of gaining political control. Courts are, of course, useful mecha-

nisms of social control and so they are often targeted by groups seeking power free from democratic

competition (e.g. Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008). Still, it is possible that courts might play a role in

some cases and in some contexts. In that sense, the second view’s focus on political fragmentation

and public support for courts offers a compelling account of the conditions under which we might

expect courts to be influential. And critically, the third view’s focus on the potential informational

role that courts play both focuses our attention on a key problem of democratic governance as well

as pointing to the mechanisms through which judges might matter.

Empirical Findings

Our book manuscript leverages a variety of new data sources that have become available over the

last ten to fifteen years. We leverage data on over 100 years of regimes from the Varieties of

Democracy Project (Coppedge and Wilson. 2017.),10 which provides us with measures of concepts

10The data cover countries and former colonies from 1900 to 2016 across hundreds of concepts.
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(e.g., attacks on judicial institutions or non-compliance) that have never been available for a large

sample of states and years. We also use data from the Comparative Law Project, which gives us the

opportunity to investigate judicial decision making across 40 countries. In addition to these data

sources (and many others), we also use information on constitutional rules from the Comparative

Constitutions Project (CCP, (Elkins, Ginsburg and Melton 2014) ). We use these data for three

purposes: (1) to revisit empirical debates from the literature using new data and rigorous research

designs for observational data whenever possible, (2) to highlight facts that raise puzzles in light

of existing arguments and (3) to evaluate several empirical implications of our own theoretical

argument, which we summarize below. In addition, the manuscript provides a number of tests of

measurement validity for our key variables. In this section, we highlight a few findings that shed

light on existing arguments and a few patterns that suggest puzzles to answer.

Competition and Judicial Independence

The first view of the relationship between courts and democracy suggests that courts are not

so much defenders of democracy as they are outcomes of democratic processes. Consider the

response of judicial independence to regime dynamics. Of course given that both de facto and de

jure judicial independence may be products of democratic competition we consider both in turn.

Figure 1 below displays the mean levels of de facto judicial independence using the Linzer and

Staton (2015) (or LJI) measure in the lead-up to and aftermath of a transition to democracy (left

panel) and a breakdown from democracy (right panel). The shaded area in the Figure represents

one standard deviation around the series mean for a given year. The plot provides simple but

striking support for the notion that de facto judicial independence responds to large scale shifts

in democratic competition reflected in the transition between democratic and autocratic regimes.

We see in the left panel that after transitioning to democracy, de facto judicial independence

experiences rather rapid growth in the first 20 years, continuing to climb until roughly 50-60 years

under democracy where it plateaus at or near its measurable limit. Enhanced political competition

appears to be associated with increased de facto judicial independence. Moreover, in the aftermath

of a democratic collapse authoritarianism (right panel), we again see a decline in de facto judicial

independence.
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Figure 1: De Facto judicial independence pre- and post-democratic transitions (left panel) and
breakdowns (right panel). Shaded area represents one standard deviation around series mean.

How might large scale shifts in political competition be associated with the formal institutions

traditionally believed to map onto independent courts? To consider this question we examined the

relationship between de jure judicial independence using the Elkins, Ginsburg and Melton (2014)

data and regime dynamics. Figure 2 below displays a count of the number of de jure judicial

independence indicators as noted by Elkins, Ginsburg and Melton (2014) in the lead-up to and

aftermath of a transition to democracy (left panel) and a breakdown from democracy (right panel).

The shaded area in the figure again represents one standard deviation around the series mean

for a given year. These figures tell a less clear story between competition and de jure judicial

independence. We see in the left panel that after a transition to democracy there is indeed a rise in

the formal institutions associated with an independent court. But there is a good deal of variance

among newly inaugurated regimes within the first 25 years on this measure and this institutional

advantage appears to weaken with regime age. Older democratic regimes appear to possess fewer

of these indicators compared to their younger compatriots. In the right panel, we see hardly any

effect of democratic regimes that break down into authoritarianism on the number of indicators

associated with de jure judicial independence.

Of course the figures above only display the unconditioned relationship between shifts in com-

petition and judicial independence. We can examine more carefully the relationship between com-

petition and judicial independence by considering an empirical model that not only accounts for

their causal relationship but also recognizes the potential for endogeneity between political com-
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Figure 2: De Jure judicial independence pre- and post-democratic transitions (left panel) and break-
downs (right panel). Shaded area represents one standard deviation around series mean.

petition and judicial independence. After all, while the insurance model suggests that political

competition ought to breed more independent courts, it may also be the case that less-independent

courts, as mere extensions of the executive branch, are less likely to protect opposition parties

from government harassment. Therefore any association between political competition and judicial

independence presents a challenge to identify the causal direction between the two.

To negotiate this challenge we consider an instrumental variable for political competition – the

per capita production of petroleum, coal, natural gas and metals. Under what conditions would per

capita production of these fixed assets offer a valid instrument for political competition? First, the

instrument would need to be relevant to the endogenous regressor, political competition. This is a

reasonable expectation given the dynamics between regimes and natural resources assets and as we

demonstrate below this is borne out empirically. Second, the instrument must itself be exogenous.

On this point, it would again appear reasonable for us to assume that the natural deposits of

these resources are ’randomly assigned’ by nature and therefore are random and predetermined

with respect to any regime’s judicial independence. Last, our instrument must meet the exclusion

restriction. We must be able to rule out any direct effect of the instrument, natural resources, on

our outcome variable, judicial independence, other than through the path of political competition.

On theoretical grounds we believe this to be a reasonable assumption.

In the tables that follow, we present our instrumented analysis for the effect of political com-

petition on both de facto and de jure judicial independence. For each analysis, we first consider
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the relationship between competition and judicial independence across all regimes and then we

consider the nature of this relationship within democracies and autocracies, in turn. We consider

four measures of political competition. First we include an index created from Polity’s PARREG

and PARCOMP variables, which combines information about a system’s regulation government

restrictions on political competition. Second we include a competition based on Vanhanen and

extracted from Coppedge and Wilson. (2017.). This variable is generated by “subtracting from 100

the percentage of votes won by the largest party (the party which wins most votes) in parliamentary

elections or by the party of the successful candidate in presidential elections.” Last, we include

two variables from the Varieties of Democracy Project (Coppedge and Wilson. 2017.). We include,

Suffrage, or the approximate percentage of enfranchised adults older than the minimal voting age

as well as a variable, Competition, that is a dichotomous variable reflecting whether election are

characterized by uncertainty.

Each model presents estimates from a fixed effect two-step efficient generalized method of mo-

ments (GMM) estimator that is robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelated disturbances. We

include three time-varying covariates to further identify the relationship: GDP per capita, GDP

growth and a counter for years spent under the current regime. Our fourth competition variable,

Competition (V-Dem), is a dichotomous endogenous variable. Accordingly, ala Wooldridge (2002)

to avoid the so-called forbidden regression we first estimate a probit on our endogenous first stage

variable X1 including instruments: X2 X3 Z1, predict X̂1 and then estimate a two-stage instrumental

regression with Y X2 X3 (X1 =X̂1 ).

Table 1 displays the results for the instrumented analysis of competition on de facto judicial

independence across all regime types. First, note that our instrument performs relatively well, with

several tests for weak instruments suggesting support for fixed assets as a reasonable instrument

for political competition among all regimes. (We will see below that the strength of this instrument

varies within specific regime type but performs quite well between them). We see that for all

regimes, enhanced political competition, regardless of measure, appears to enhance de facto judicial

independence. A one standard deviation increase in each of our measures of political competition

results in a .22, .19, .18 and .20 increase in de facto judicial independence, respectively. These effects

are substantively impressive given that the mean of our de facto judicial independence measure,

LJI, is .45 with a standard deviation of .28.
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Table 1: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de facto Judicial Indepen-
dence (All Regimes)

Effects of Competition on De Facto JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) 0.0598*** 0.0073*** 0.0044*** 0.4024***
(0.0054) (0.0011) (0.0007) (0.0696)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) 0.0106** 0.0074 -0.0246* -0.0032
(0.0053) (0.0101) (0.0146) (0.0131)

GDP Growth -0.0732*** -0.0532*** -0.0645*** -0.0295*
(0.0196) (0.0170) (0.0237) (0.0157)

Years under Regime 0.0003** 0.0005*** 0.0002* 0.0011***
(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0003)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 30.00 31.00 40.12 40.96
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic (Chi2, df(1)) 28.43(1)** 27.30(1)** 27.77(1)** 44.65(1)**
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 21.054(1)** 20.815(1)** 25.228(1)** 18.588(1)**
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 7935 8127 8248 8188
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

Table 2 displays the results for the instrumented analysis of competition on de facto judicial

independence among democratic regimes only. Among democracies, our instrument performs less

well. Two of the tests for weak instruments suggest that fixed assets is not a reasonable instrument

for political competition as measured by our Competition (Vanhanen) or our Suffrage variables. Of

the remaining models, we see again support that enhanced political competition, within democra-

cies, enhances de facto judicial independence. These substantive effects are on the order of those

estimated across all regimes.

Table 3 displays the results for the instrumented analysis of competition on de facto judicial

independence among autocratic regimes only. Among autocracies, our instrument performs poorly.

Fixed assets does not map well onto levels of political competition within autocratic regimes. Every

model suggests that fixed assets is not a reasonable instrument for political competition.

Now consider the instrumented analysis for political competition on De Jure Institutions. In

the tables that follow, we present our instrumented analysis for the effect of political competition

on de jure judicial independence. For each analysis, we first consider the relationship between

competition and judicial independence across all regimes and then we consider the nature of this

relationship within democracies and autocracies, in turn. We utilize a measure of de jure judicial

independence taken from Melton and Ginsburg (2014). We coded all new de jure institutions across
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Table 2: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de facto Judicial Indepen-
dence (Democratic Regimes Only)

Effects of Competition on De Facto JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) 0.0645** 0.3444 0.0049** 0.2550**
(0.0138) (2.8083) (0.0015) (0.0598)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) -0.1375** -0.4221 -0.1473** -0.0918**
(0.0370) (3.1156) (0.0484) (0.0244)

GDP Growth 0.0257 -1.3942 -0.0049 0.0619**
(0.0143) (11.9862) (0.0284) (0.0089)

Years under Regime -0.0005 0.0030 -0.0004 -0.0004
(0.0003) (0.0314) (0.0003) (0.0002)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 19.79 0.01 12.76 31.26
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic 6.97(1)** 5.59(1)* 5.64(1)* 17.17(1)**
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 6.764(1)** 5.470(1)* 5.548(1)* 9.834(1)**
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 3337 3404 3432 3400
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

Table 3: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de facto Judicial Indepen-
dence (Autocratic Regimes Only)

Effects of Competition on De Facto JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) -0.0008 -0.0019 0.0000 0.0582
(0.0156) (0.0036) (0.0006) (0.2243)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) -0.0102 0.0010 -0.0082 -0.0088
(0.0160) (0.0227) (0.0126) (0.0148)

GDP Growth -0.00041 -0.00098 -0.0040 -0.00022
(0.0092) (0.0083) (0.0086) (0.0052)

Years under Regime 0.0007** 0.0008** 0.0007** 0.0006**
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 8.72 1.45 17.37 12.05
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic 0.00(1) 0.49(1) 0.00(1) 0.07(1)
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 1.311(1) 1.108(1) 0.024(1) 0.011(1)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 4594 4720 4812 4784
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.
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five de jure indicators as interventions between 1959-2008. These institutions included provisions for

lifetime terms, selection procedures, removal conditions, removal procedures and salary insulation.

We create an additive index of these indicators, equally weighted, as our dependent variable for our

investigation of the effect of political competition on de jure judicial independence. This variable

ranges from 0 to 6, with a mean of 2.01 and a standard deviation of 1.33.

Table 4 displays the results for the instrumented analysis of competition on de jure judicial

independence across all regime types. First, note that our instrument performs relatively well, with

several tests for weak instruments suggesting support for fixed assets as a reasonable instrument

for political competition among all regimes. The one model that is questionable is the competition

measured as suffrage model for which the weak identification test suggests weak instrumentation.

The results in the table suggest that for all regimes, enhanced political competition, regardless

of measure, appears to enhance de jure judicial independence. A one standard deviation increase

in each of our measures of political competition results in a .33, .036, .03 and 5.96 increase in de

facto judicial independence, respectively. These effects are less substantively impressive compared

to those reported for the de facto analysis above. Given that the mean of our de jure judicial

independence measure has a mean of 2.01 with a standard deviation of 1.33. the relative effects

are quite small with most measures of political competition barely registering movement on our de

jure scale. The outlier of course is the last model with the dichotomous outcome. Regimes that are

politically competitive are 4.48 units higher than non-competitive regimes for our de jure scale.

Table 5 and 6 display the results for the instrumented analysis of competition on de facto judi-

cial independence among democratic regimes and autocratic regime, respectively. Our instrument

performs poorly for both subsets. Fixed assets do not instrument for political competition well for

these subsets of regimes, save two models in the autocratic findings table. As a result, we can con-

clude only that political competition have a weak positive effect on de facto judicial independence

across all regimes and a null relationship among similar regimes.

Results that are inconsistent with theory

The data we have summarized so far are consistent with the claim that independent courts are both

the products of democratic processes and in particular those that avoid the concentration of power.

Here we summarize three additional results, which raise questions about existing theoretical models.
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Table 4: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de jure Judicial Indepen-
dence (All Regimes)

Effects of Competition on De Jure JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) 0.2491** 0.0267** 0.0240* 4.4838*
(0.0660) (0.0097) (0.0111) (1.1099)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) -0.0785 0.1141 0.1115 0.3570
(0.1483) (0.1324) (0.1812) (0.2038)

GDP Growth -0.0306 0.0196 -0.3275 0.5480**
(0.0781) (0.0970) (0.2653) (0.1904)

Years under Regime -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0036** 0.0158**
(0.0017) (0.0019) (0.0012) (0.0056)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 16.66 60.66 11.25 24.59
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic 8.76(1)** 10.02(1)** 8.56(1)** 45.30(1)**
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 3.076(1) 3.672(1) 6.785(1)** 32.558(1)**
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 5390 5525 56501 5579
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

Table 5: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de jure Judicial Indepen-
dence (Democratic Regimes Only)

Effects of Competition on De Jure JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) -0.2439 1.1156 -0.0179 -0.1263
(0.3362) (18.6096) (0.0221) (0.9793)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) -0.1085 0.4308 -0.1786 -0.1884
(0.3435) (11.2944) (0.2500) (0.2182)

GDP Growth 0.9286* -1.2758 0.9974* 0.6571**
(0.4371) (32.1504) (0.4648) (0.0853)

Years under Regime -0.0163** -0.0999 -0.0152** -0.0138**
(0.0052) (1.4384) (0.0037) (0.0020)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 1.98 0.00 6.39 7.52
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic 1.56(1) 1.57(1) 1.65(1) 0.02(1)
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 2.087(1) 1.157(1) 3.542(1) 0.355(1)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 2112 2170 2183 2172
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 6: Instrumented Estimates for Political Competition’s Impact on de jure Judicial Indepen-
dence (Autocratic Regimes Only)

Effects of Competition on De Jure JI

ParComp(Polity) Competition(Vanhanen) Suffrage(V-Dem) Competition(V-Dem)

Political Competition (Instrumented) -2.5711 0.0236 0.0194 3.2384**
(5.9942) (0.0170) (0.0178) (1.0588)

Time-Varying Controls

ln(GDP per capita) 2.4706 0.1899 0.2144 0.4375**
(5.3354) (0.1501) (0.1888) (0.1679)

GDP Growth -1.1882 0.0198 -0.3487 -0.0172
(2.6471) (0.0567) (0.3214) (0.0655)

Years under Regime 0.0302 -0.0014 -0.0047 -0.0021
(0.0694) (0.0022) (0.0056) (0.0019)

Stock-Yogo Weak Id Critical Value 10% 16.38 16.38 16.38 16.38
Kleibergen-Paap Weak Id F-test 0.20 19.98 3.62 17.22
Stock-Wright Weak Instrument LM S statistic 3.15(1) 3.45(1) 2.64(1) 8.86(1)**
C statistic, Endogeneity Test (Chi2, df(1)) 3.208(1) 0.852(1) 2.221(1) 8.442(1)**
Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Autocorrelation Robust YES YES YES YES
Heteroskedasticity Robust YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 3274 3350 3413 3402
Years Covered 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015 1900-2015

Note: Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes. Two-tailed tests of statistical significance
are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

We consider whether there is evidence suggesting that political leaders should attempt to build

independent courts as political systems democratize. We then consider whether there is evidence

suggesting a positive relationship between the rules that scholars believe should incentivize judicial

independence and independence itself. We do so by revisiting the findings reported in Melton and

Ginsburg (2014), in the context of a difference-in-differences design meant to more precisely identify

the effect of institutional change on de facto judicial independence.

Does democratization result in the strengthening of institutions designed to promote judicial

independence? The Comparative Constitutions Project has spent the last decade collecting and

analyzing constitutional texts for all independent states since 1789. The Project uses the informa-

tion contained in constitutional texts in conjunction with a survey instrument and a coding team to

generate a comprehensive dataset of government institutions.11 These publicly available data, first

released in 2010, allow scholars to extract any combination of constitutional institutions believed

to be linked to judicial independence. In an application of these data on the question of judicial

independence, Melton and Ginsburg (2014) use a scale of multiple de jure indicators that cover 192

countries from 1960-2008. We include these indicators and consider their variance around the time

at a transition to democracy.

11See http://comparativeconstitutionsproject.org/
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Figure 2 below displays the mean levels in de jure judicial independence in the lead-up to and

in the aftermath of a transition to democracy. The shaded area represents one standard deviation

around the mean. This figure offers a striking comparison to Figure 1, which summarizes the

changes in de facto judicial independence following transitions to democracy. The data suggest

that formal institutions designed to enhance judicial independence are not particularly likely to be

strengthened after a transition to democracy, potentially the most dramatic increase in political

competition that a country can experience. In fact, de jure institutions, while exhibiting a slight

upward trend after transition, remain relatively flat throughout a regime transition, indicating that

autocracies and democracies offer similar commitments via parchments to the judiciary. Even after

50 years of experience with democracy, relatively high variance among democratic states in their

de jure institutions persists.

We also consider the relationship between de jure and de facto judicial independence over the

lifetime of different regime types. Figure 3 below displays measures of de facto and de jure judicial

independence on the y- and x-axes, respectively. Democratic regimes are circles (primarily on

the top of the plot) while autocratic regimes are diamonds (primarily on the bottom of the plot).

Bubble size corresponds to the regime’s age, with large bubbles representing older regimes. The

panels represent two years of data, twenty years apart. The upper panel is from 1990 and the lower

panel is from 2010.

A reasonable expectation from the literature is that democratic regimes would have a triangular

distribution with low de jure democracies having a broad distribution of de facto judicial indepen-

dence along the x-axis, but a relatively tight clustering of democratic regimes in the upper-right

corner of the graph. Consolidated democracies are expected to have several de jure institutions

(e.g., fixed tenure, high barriers to removal, etc.) in their constitutions and relatively high de facto

independence. This expectation is, however, only partially realized. It is the case that long-lived

democracies migrate from the bottom to the top of the figure, moving from mid- to high-level de

facto independence over their lifetime. However, this migration appears to be independent from the

formal de jure institutions adopted in their constitutions. There are many consolidated democracies

with independent judiciaries that have few traditional markers of formal independence enshrined

in their constitutions. On the other hand, younger democracies appear to believe that adopting de

jure institutions may be the pathway to establishing an independent court. Most new democracies
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Figure 3: Plots of De Facto and De Jure Judicial Independence by Regime Type and Age. Blue
Bubbles are Democratic while Red Bubbles are Autocratic. Bubble Size Corresponds to Regime Age.
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(the smaller circles) have several formal institutional protections represented in their constitution

despite having relatively less independent courts. Also interesting to note is that autocratic states

of all ages appear to adopt de jure institutions committing the state to an independent judiciary

despite having extremely low de facto independence, suggesting that their formal institutional

commitment is little more than symbolic window dressing.

Of course the associations represented in Figure 3 are merely correlations. We also considered

whether de jure institutions have a causal effect on de facto judicial independence. We began with

the Melton and Ginsburg (2014) dataset and coded all new de jure institutional changes across five

de jure indicators as interventions between 1959-2008. These institutions included provisions for

lifetime terms, selection procedures, removal conditions, removal procedures and salary insulation.

Interventions for each of these institutions were quite rare over the time period with 7, 18, 9, 7 and

6 treatments, respectively. We then used coarsened exact matching to match these intervention

cases to control cases that shared economic development, population and religious characteristics.

We then analyzed the effect of these institutional interventions on de facto judicial independence

with a difference-in-difference analysis with fixed effects for both units and time. The results of

this analysis, reported in Table 7 below, suggest that newly adopted de jure institutions have no

independent causal effect on de facto judicial independence.

Table 7: Difference-in-Difference Estimates for Impact of de jure Institutions on de facto Judicial
Independence

Effects of De Jure Institutions on De Facto JI
Life Term Selection Proc. Removal Condition Removal Proc. Salary Insulation

De Jure Institution 0.028 -0.001 -0.008 -0.028 0.044
(0.025) (0.009) (0.015) (0.028) (0.028)

Time-Varying Controls
GDP per capita (thousands) 0.163** 0.091 0.061 0.072 0.108

(0.076) (0.067) (0.032) (0.039) (0.137)
Population -0.048 0.037 -0.236 0.051 0.056

(0.221) (0.121) (0.105) (0.045) (0.148)
Constant -0.489 -0.484 -2.045 -0.264 -0.985

(1.647) (1.279) (0.788) (0.635) (1.500)

Unit Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES
Time Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES
Number of Observations 212 745 253 134 155

Note: De jure institution coefficients are estimated from a difference-in-difference estimator modeled
around changes in particular de jure institutions. Standard errors are clustered on country-episodes.
Two-tailed tests of statistical significance are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.
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Puzzling Empirical Patterns

Consistent with the second view of courts and democracy, the simple patterns we reveal suggest

that judicial independence is closely related to the fragmentation of power and political competi-

tion. Yet, we do not find support for a key element of models connecting democracy to de facto

judicial independence. Democratic transitions do not seem to result in a strengthening of insti-

tutions thought to incentivize judicial independence. Also, like Melton and Ginsburg, we find no

relationship between de jure and de facto independence in democracies. Both of these findings raise

questions about the first two views of courts and democracy.

Critically, no existing theoretical account sits easily with a number of clear empirical patterns,

both in the data we summarize and well-known stories about courts and democracy. First and

perhaps foremost, peak courts broadly understood to be independent of sitting governments have

been central players in the collapse of democratic regimes. Notably, conflicts between the Supreme

Court of Chile and Salvador Allende in 1973 and between the Supreme Court of Honduras and

Manuel Zelaya in 2009 created legal grounds that coup-plotters would use to rationalize their

actions (Ruhl 2010, Valenzuela 1978). So, it is certainly possible that courts can be part of a

democratic breakdown.

Second, courts seeking to constrain leaders are often the target of institutional attacks (Helmke

2010, Pérez-Liñán and Castagnola 2009). In 2007, Bolivia’s Constitutional Tribunal was rendered

inquorate as a consequence of politically motivated impeachments and resignations in the context

of major conflict between the judiciary and President Evo Morales (Castagnola and Pérez-Liñán

2011).

Third, judicial orders are broadly understood to not be self-enforcing, a challenge that is par-

ticularly pressing when the target of an order is the state itself (Becker and Feeley 1973, Birkby

1966). Critically, although there many examples of non-compliance in settings not characterized

by high levels of the rule of law (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008), courts are not always obeyed in

rule of law states (Vanberg 2005, Carrubba, Gabel and Hankla 2008). The Constitutional Bench of

Costa Rica’s Supreme Court confronts a variety of compliance challenges in its amparo jurisdiction

(Staton, Gauri and Cullell 2015). The Netanyahu government’s pattern of evading High Court and
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administrative court decisions across a very wide set of issue areas is particularly notorious (for

Civil Rights in Israel N.d.).

Perhaps of greatest concern, scholars have suggested that in order to avoid conflict and non-

compliance, judges often engage in politically deferential patterns of decision making, at least in

particularly salient cases, which render the constraints they might place on governments practi-

cally non-binding (e.g., Bill Chávez and Weingast 2011, Rodŕıguez-Raga 2011, Carrubba, Gabel

and Hankla 2008, Chilton and Versteeg 2018). Summarizing these challenges, USAID’s Office of

Democracy and Governance writes:

[I]n several countries, governments have refused to comply with decisions of the consti-

tutional court (e.g., Slovakia and Belarus) and substantially reduced the court’s power

(e.g., Kazakhstan and Russia). This illustrates the dilemma constitutional courts of-

ten face: Should they make the legally correct decision and face the prospect of non-

compliance and attacks on their own powers, or should they make a decision that avoids

controversy, protects them, and possibly enables them to have an impact in subsequent

cases? Bold moves by constitutional courts can be instrumental in building democracy

and respect for the courts themselves. However, the local political environment will de-

termine the ability of the courts to exercise independent authority in these high stakes

situations (Democracy and Governance 2002).

It is hard to square any of the existing views with the frequency of attacks on courts as well

as the incidents of non-compliance. If independent and powerful courts are simply the outcome of

long-run compromises over democracy itself, it is hard to explain why there is some much intra-

regime variation in attacks and non-compliance. And if judges are understood to be politically

deferential when threatened, indeed if their ability to help reveal hidden information depends on

this kind of behavior, then again it is hard to understand why courts find themselves in conflict so

often.

Varieties of Democracy Data

We can leverage data on conflict between the government and the courts provided by the Varieties of

Democracy Project (Coppedge and Wilson. 2017.). V-Dem is an international collaboration of more
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than 50 social scientists working on the measurement of hundreds of features of political regimes.

The Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) approach to measurement is disaggregated, multidimensional

and historical (Lindberg et al. 2014). It is disaggregated in the sense that the team provides

measures of concepts below the level of the regime itself. So for example, while V-Dem does offer

indices that are comparable to typical country-year measures of regime type, the vast majority

of V-Dem’s indicators report on concepts like the presence of a free press, the institutionalization

of the party system or the impartiality of a state’s administrative structure. V-Dem also aims

to measure features of states related to multiple principles of democracy. Specifically the team

produces measures related to five types or concepts of democracy: electoral, liberal, participatory,

and egalitarian. Finally, V-Dem provides measures for a global sample from 1900 to the present.12

The V-Dem scores that we use are estimates of latent concepts, produced by fitting an ordered

response item response theory model to categorical data generated by over 3,000 country expert

coders (Coppedge and Wilson. 2018). The expert coder data production process begins with the

construction of a survey instrument. Here we discuss two measures: Government attacks on the

judiciary (what we will refer to as Judicial Attacks) and Judicial Purges. The Judicial Attacks

variable asks coders to consider “How often did the government attack the judiciary’s integrity in

public?” Coders are further informed that “Attacks on the judiciary’s integrity can include claims

that it is corrupt, incompetent or that decisions were politically motivated. These attacks can

manifest in various ways including, but not limited to prepared statements reported by the media,

press conferences, interviews, and stump speeches.” They then give a response to a five category

scale ranging from “Attacked were carried out on a daily or weekly basis,” to “There were no

attacks on the judiciary’s integrity.”

The Judicial Purge variable presents coders with the following challenge: “Judges are sometimes

removed from their posts for cause, as when there is strong evidence of corruption; however, some

judges are removed arbitrarily, typically for political reasons. With this distinction in mind, please

describe the removal of judges that occurred this calendar year.” Again coders give responses to

12The V-Dem team has recently completed a historical expansion of their data. Measures are
now available from 1789 as well. We do not make use of these data in our book. The data collection
approach is sufficiently different from that used in the original project such that it is prudent to
constraint ourselves to the more limited history provided by V-Dem. For a discussion of Historical
V-Dem, see https://www.v-dem.net/en/historical/.
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a five category scale ranging from “There was a massive, arbitrary purge of the judiciary in this

year,” to “Judges were not removed from their posts.”

Expert coders are recruited by the administrative team at the University of Gothenburg. The

team attempts to have a minimum of five expert opinions for each item-country-year. The team

also attempts to recruit a diverse group of experts across many traits including notably whether

they reside in the country being considered or live abroad. To enhance cross-country and inter-

temporal comparisons, V-Dem recruits “bridge” coders, who code multiple countries on the same

survey items over many years. 13 With the data in hand, the V-Dem team fits a measurement model

which produces a continuous measure of a latent variable assumed to produce the categorical scores

reported by the experts. The model also aligns voter scores but estimating expert-level thresholds

that dived up the categories. Scores are available for each country and year starting in 1900. We

interpret the latent score on the Judicial Attacks variable as indicating the degree to which courts

were subject to government statements questioning their authority during the year in question.

Higher values on the V-Dem indicator a low level of attacks. We interpret the Judicial Purge scores

to reveal the underlying threat to politically motivated removals that the judiciary would have

faced during the year in question.

Validation

Prior to using these data, we first consider the validity of these measures by comparing them to

Helmke’s institutional conflict measures (Helmke 2010). Helmke supplies two indicators, executive

and legislative attacks against the courts, that are useful to validate V-Dem’s measure of judicial

attacks and purges. Each of Helmke’s measures are dichotomous indicators that reflect event-based

attacks against the courts for 18 countries from Central and South America between 1985-2008.14

13In addition, V-Dem uses “lateral” coders. Lateral coders typically code multiple countries over
a limited set of items and for a relatively small number of years.

14One of three conditions qualifies an event to be coded as an executive attack against the court:
the executive attacked the court and the court was either packed or impeached, the executive
attacked the court and the executive was removed, or the executive attacks court and the court
survived. One of two conditions qualifies an event to be coded as a legislative attack against the
court: the legislature attacked the court and the court was removed or the legislature attacked the
court and the court survived (Helmke 2010).
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During the time period for which Helmke’s data is available, there were 32 incidents were the

executive attacked the courts and 11 incidents where the legislature did so. In no case did these

events occur coincidentally. V-Dem’s judicial attacks and judicial purges measures are oriented

such that they are both decreasing (more negative) in attacks. For this regional subset, V-Dem’s

measures of judicial attacks and judicial purges have means of -0.264 and 0.461 and standard

deviations of 1.151 and .934, respectively.

To validate V-Dem’s measures of judicial attacks and judicial purges, we began by aggregating

Helmke’s country-event data to the level of the year so that ours was a dataset at the country-year

level. All analyses are conducted with this data frame. To examine the V-Dem indicators’ criterion

validity, we first considered whether the country years that experienced an attack, as coded by

Helmke, had different mean levels on V-Dem attacks and purges variables. A simple difference of

means test (a t-test with unequal variances) for each of the V-Dem indicator across country-years

that did and did not experience an event offer a first cut of the relationship.

The means for V-Dem’s indicators of both judicial attacks and judicial purges are different

across country-years that experienced executive attacks against the courts. The average V-Dem

score on judicial attacks for countries that did not experience an executive attack was -0.194 and

-1.082 for those that did, a statistically significant difference (p<.001). We see a similar pattern

for judicial purges. The average V-Dem judicial purges was 0.516 for years that did not experience

an executive attack and -0.181 for those that did (p<.001).

While in the correct direction, V-Dem’s indicators of both judicial attacks and judicial purges

do not consistently have statistically different average levels across country-years that experienced

legislative attacks against the courts. The average V-Dem judicial attacks was -0.247 for years

that did not experience an legislative attack and -0.870 for those that did and this difference is

statistically significant (p<.027). Judicial purges, however, do not offer similar evidence. The

average VDEM judicial purges was 0.470 for years that did not experience an legislative attack and

0.141 for those that did and this difference is not statistically significant (p<.190).

We also considered bi-variate regressions of predictive validity by regressing Helmke’s compo-

nents on V-Dem’s indicators. The results for the judicial attacks analysis are displayed in Table

10 below. We evaluated this relationship with both fixed and random-effects regressions. Due to

the absence of variation in some countries’ executive and legislative attack variables, only 8 or 9
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countries are included in the fixed-effects regressions, while all 18 are included in the random-effects

models.

The analysis for V-Dem’s judicial attacks variable suggests that countries an increase of one

standard deviation (or approximately one unit) in V-Dem’s judicial attack variable is associated

with an increase in the odds of Helmke’s data coding an attack by the executive on the court of

103.83%. The size of this association is similar across both the fixed-effects and random-effects

models. There is no association with V-Dem’s judicial attack variable and Helmke’s data coding

an attack by the legislature on the court.

Table 8: Bi-Variate Regression Estimates of Association between of Helmke Judicial Attack Mea-
sures and V-Dem Judicial Attack Indicator

Helmke Judicial Attacks on V-DEM Judicial Attacks
Executive Judicial Attack Executive Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack

V-Dem Judicial Attacks -1.0376*** -1.0291*** -0.2502 -0.4559
(0.2617) (0.2708) (0.2937) (0.2417)

Constant —– -3.9157*** —– -3.8328***
—– (0.5753) —– (0.3826)

Estimated Model Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects
Number of Countries 9 18 8 18
Number of Observations 204 406 182 406

Note: FE, RE indicate V-Dem judicial attack and purge coefficients are estimated from a fixed-
effect or random-effect model. Standard errors are bootstrapped with 50 iterations. Two-tailed
tests of statistical significance are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

The results for the judicial purges analysis are displayed in Table 9 below. The analysis for

V-Dem’s judicial purges variable suggests that countries an increase of one standard deviation

(or approximately one unit) in V-Dem’s judicial attack variable is associated with an increase in

the odds of Helmke’s data coding an attack by the executive on the court of 80.14%. The size

of this association is similar across both the fixed-effects and random-effects models. There is

no association with V-Dem’s judicial attack variable and Helmke’s data coding an attack by the

legislature on the court.

Figure 4 illustrates these findings in two states with a notorious history of judicial attacks. The

V-Dem series in Argentina is connected to the Alfonśın’s attempted packing of the Supreme Court

at the end of 1987 as well as Duhalde and Kircher’s attempts to purge the Supreme Court in the

beginning of the 2000s. Similarly the Bolivian series is strongly associated with the well-known

attacks on the judiciary during the first term of Evo Morales (e.g. Castagnola and Pérez-Liñán
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Table 9: Bi-Variate Regression Estimates of Association between of Helmke Judicial Attack Mea-
sures and V-DEM Judicial Purges Indicator

Helmke Judicial Attacks on V-Dem Judicial Purges

Executive Judicial Attack Executive Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack

V-DEM Judicial Purges -0.7786*** -0.8887*** -0.4093 -0.3472
(0.2859) (0.2961) (0.6513) (0.3514)

Constant —– -3.0065*** —– -3.4730***
—– (0.5394) —– (0.5005)

Estimated Model Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects
Number of Countries 9 18 8 18
Number of Observations 206 406 182 406

Note: FE, RE indicate V-Dem judicial attack and purge coefficients are estimated from a fixed-
effect or random-effect model. Standard errors are bootstrapped with 50 iterations. Two-tailed
tests of statistical significance are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

2011). That said, the Argentina series does not capture threats to impeach Menem Supreme Court

appointees in 1993 nor does it capture renewed attacks on the Court by the congressional opposition

in 1998. Generally speaking, the V-Dem scores are likely better measures of executive actions than

of what happens in the legislature. This is sensible in so far as coders were asked to consider attacks

against the judiciary by the “government.”

Puzzles of Attacks and Non-compliance

Consider Figure 5, which displays an index of two instruments taken from the V-Dem database,

judicial attacks and judicial purges. We constructed an additive index of these two variables and

plotted them against de facto judicial independence, or LJI. As the Figure displays, more indepen-

dent judiciaries are less likely to be the target of government attacks. However, we nevertheless see

a decent amount of variation in government attacks against these types of courts. Why would we

see intra-regime variation in judicial attacks if independent courts are an outcome of the democratic

process?

Now consider Figure 6. This figure displays an index of two instruments taken from the V-Dem

database, noncompliance with high court decisions, and noncompliance with other court decisions.

These V-Dem instruments measure the extent to which the government failed to comply with

important decisions by the courts with which is disagreed. We constructed an additive index of

these two variables and plotted them against de facto judicial independence, or LJI. Figure 6 shows

that noncompliance with court decisions is clearly more of an issue for less independent judiciaries.
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Figure 5: De Facto Judicial Independence and Party Competition

Yet, similar to the results for judicial attacks seen above, we see that even fairly independent courts

have heterogeneous experiences with noncompliance. Why is this? Standard theoretical accounts

on the role of democratic courts do not offer particularly satisfying explanations.
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Figure 6: De Facto Judicial Independence and Party Competition
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These patterns raise questions about the mechanism linking courts to regime survival. If judges

attempting to hold leaders accountable are often the target of institutional attacks, and if court

orders can be ignored even in states with seemingly significant commitments to the rule of law, why

would independent judges render regime rules credible? Similarly, if politically savvy judges avoid

conflict precisely when they are needed, it is unclear how courts can be bulwarks of democracy.

Modeling the Management of Regime Rules

Our goal is to develop an account of courts and democracy that captures salient features of existing

models and yet can speak to the puzzling findings reviewed at the end of the last section. We

are particularly interested in the second and third views summarized above. We seek a model of

courts and democracy in which judges are sensitive to political pressures and in which they might

influence communication between political elites. This section summarizes our theoretical account.

Specifically, we consider whether and how delegating some form of judicial review to a court

can influence the ability of powerful actors in society to manage commitments to regime rules. An

essential problem in the management of regime rules involves addressing potential miscommuni-

cation between leaders, coalition partners and possibly political opponents about the validity of

actions taken in light of the regime’s constraints. This problem is complicated by indeterminacies

in natural language and the basic human inability to foresee all future contingencies, which im-

ply that even those rules that are formalized in foundational documents are subject to differing

interpretations.

Many rules are context dependent. Economic crises, domestic disturbances, budget shortfalls, or

war may require a leader to pursue extraordinary actions, which might not be ordinarily tolerated.15

Consider the Peruvian constitutional crisis of the early 1990s. After nearly a decade of attempting

to bring to heel elements of the Shining Path and the Tupac Amarú Revolutionary Movement

(MRTA), newly elected Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori sought to enhance his powers via

15Of course, some constitutional arrangements typically anticipate this problem, calibrating the

state powers so as to properly meet economic crises, natural disasters or security threats (Gross

2011); however, even when present, these “states of exception” are themselves open to interpreta-

tion.
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emergency power legislation. By the President’s account, “his emergency measures were needed

both to battle terrorism and to restructure the state and economy. He required an iron hand to

reform the judiciary and break the gridlock created by the opposition in Congress” (Cameron 1998,

pp.127). Suspicious that President Fujimori’s plea for greater authority to fight domestic terrorism

was in actuality a raw power grab, Congress resisted. It altered the legislation to “subordinate

the executive to the rule of law, assert congressional supremacy over law-making, and require the

executive to justify its use of emergency powers” (Cameron 1998, pp.127). Soon after, Fujimori, in

conjunction with the intelligence community and the military, initiated his autogulpe.

Informational asymmetries between governors and the governed make this problem particularly

vexing. Leaders often have more precise information about the possibility for implementing policy

initiatives. This advantage makes it possible for leaders to be less than truthful about the true

reasons behind a change in policy and for that reason skepticism is a sensible reaction to government

actions that plausibly violate regime standards. The Israeli Interior Ministry’s rationale for failing

to comply with High Court decisions on a variety of policies dealing with the separation barrier,

treatment of migrant workers and educational equality between the Arab and Jewish populations

highlighted practical difficulties, relied on appeals about impracticalities. Specifically, the ministry

claimed that delays in changing their policies were due to the

extreme complexity of these cases, some of which entail significant budget expense, some

which have implications for third parties, some of which require the establishment of new

procedures and various complex administrative actions. Because of their complexity,

these court rulings require an extended period during which they can be implemented

(for Civil Rights in Israel N.d.).

Was this true? Were the conditions such that these policies could not be amended or was the

Interior Ministry simply refusing to do what it surely could have? Disagreements over these kinds

of claims are the kinds of the disagreements that commonly lead to regime breakdown in some

contexts. Of course, it is unclear that they have significantly raised the probability of regime

collapse in Israel. The problems associated with interpreting a leader’s claim inhere nonetheless.
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What role for courts?

To build our model, it is useful to return to the third view of courts and regimes, which focuses

on an informational role for judges. We are led to ask how a judicial process impact the ability of

leaders to communicate clearly about their intentions and rationales for policy choices that might

appear to be violations of regime rules. One possibility is that the review process reveals special

information to judges about the true nature of the political conflict they resolve. Judges might

then consider revealing what they learn to uncertain parties. As long as judges are incentivized

to truthfully reveal what they learn judicial review might solve the underlying communication

problem. Carrubba’s (2005) model of review assumes such a role for a court. As long as judges are

reasonably certain that governments will comply with their decisions, they will be willing to reveal

the information that they learn via the litigation process.

The literature on authoritarian institutions reflects this kind of mechanism. Svolik (2008) and

Boix and Svolik (2013) suggest that authoritarian institutions can be a key component of managing

coalitions when leaders are better informed than their supporters. By requiring distinct leaders

to deliberate and discuss their policy views and understandings of the facts, legislative processes

reveal hidden information. Whether or not all information is revealed, it is safe to assume, the

argument goes, that legislative processes at least reduce uncertainty. Perhaps the litigation process

could serve the same purpose.

It is no doubt common to assume that litigation, generally speaking, reveals information about

the case facts and parties’ motivations (Bull and Watson 2004, Clark and Kastellec 2013). So,

perhaps all that is necessary is to assume that some information will be revealed about a leader’s

motives. The difficulty with this assumption is that regime misunderstandings follow from beliefs

that some kinds of leaders have incentives to dissemble. And if that is true, it is unclear why a

litigation process that involves a party believed to be less than truthful would necessarily convince

another party that what has been presented or said or recorded is in fact true. This is especially

true in so far as we are talking about the state itself, and so rules regarding perjury would have to be

enforced on itself. This lack of trust is exactly what causes the problem of managing regime under-

standings and what we are trying to solve. Assuming that courts simply provide this information

does not answer why and how they might do it.
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Carrubba and Gabel (2014) provide a mechanism by which information could be revealed in the

process of litigation. They develop a model in which regime rules are managed via litigation before

a court. The particular setting that they have in mind is the Court of Justice of the European

Union. The problem on which they focus is that in some years, some states will confront local

challenges that make it inefficient to comply with long-run agreements to European regulations.

Other governments in the system might agree with this state’s interest in violating the treaty, at

least in the short-run; however, there is an informational asymmetry. Only the non-compliant state

truly knows whether the local challenge it confronts is sufficient to render its long-run commit-

ments inefficient. Carrubba and Gabel suggest that the litigation process provides states with an

opportunity to send costly signals about their private information. The key element of the model

involves three steps. First, private parties (or perhaps the Commission) file law suits alleging that

an EU regulation has been violated. Second, states decide whether to file briefs in support or in

opposition to a state’s legal position in a case. Second, in light of the distribution of briefs, states

make costly efforts to convince the states that have filed in opposition to their position that non-

compliance with an unfavorable CJEU decision ought not to be punished collectively by the states

acting together. Only states that confront significant local challenges will be willing to take the

effort necessary to convince its treaty partners of the inefficiency of complying with European reg-

ulations in the current instance. The first step in this process alerts states to potential violations

of law while the second and third steps provide a coordinated process for revealing information

about collective understandings of European law as well as one that allows states to reveal private

information.

Although we see our approach as broadly consonant with Carrubba and Gabel’s account, we

depart from their model in a number of ways, which we believe helps shed light on parts of the

problem that they do not highlight. In the Carrubba and Gabel model, judicializing the process

always results in the revelation of private information held by defendant states. This happens

because some types of governments (i.e., those who are being forced to pay very high costs for

compliance with European law) will always be wiling to make the effort necessary to convince other

states of their position. It is important, however, to consider the possibility that judicial processes

do not result in information revelation, precisely a core feature of the politics of managing regime

rules is that it is sometimes impossible to discern a leader’s type because the information she reveals
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is consistent with what all leaders would say. We develop a model in which we can directly seek

conditions under which courts are able to incentivize the revelation of private information. This,

as it turns out, has a lot to do with how we conceive of judicial preferences, and ultimately judicial

independence. Second, we ask whether judicial processes might reduce regime conflict even if they

do not materially affect information transmission. We find that they do and yet in doing so, courts

produce other challenges for regimes. Third, the costly signal that states send in Carrubba and

Gabel’s model is worth considering carefullly. In the model, states simply expend “effort.” The

authors suggest that effort can be understood as persuasive in nature. Of course, it is unclear

how a well-constructed argument about why a state has violated a regime rule would either be

particularly costly to that state or persuasive to the other states or both. Legal argumentation

might be profitably understood as cheap talk. If effort can instead be understood as forms of

payments to states or otherwise as direct benefits to state interests, then we will have to consider

the possibility that the opposing briefs that governments file are designed to prompt targeted states

to buy off their support. If this is possible, then the distribution of briefs offers defendant states a

far from perfect sense of who really supports them. Finally, effort could be conceptualized as some

kind of activity that is simply costly to the state in some way. What would count as such an effort

is unclear. In our model, we will be clear about the kind of costly action that a leader might be led

to take in a litigation. The only type of action of that sort in our model is non-compliance with a

court order. This, as it turns out, proves to be consequential.

Model

We will consider a model that deals with a fundamental challenge of managing a regime compromise,

which reflects key elements of Stephenson and Fox’s (2011) model of pandering. Consider a political

regime that consists of a leader, endowed with governing power, and a supporter on whom the

leader depends.16 We assume that the leader and the follower have come to some understanding

about regime rules, which may include promises to limit terms of office, procedures for changing

16The leader here may be thought of as a governing party or coalition in a either a democratic

or autocratic context. The supporter may be conceptualized as whatever set of individuals on

whom the leader depends for continued leadership. This may be thought of as a party, a group of
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rules, policy limits or promises to divide regime surplus in particular ways. The players know

that the political context in which they operate sometimes requires the leader to take actions that

temporarily violate prior agreements. In order to maintain the spirit of a regime compromise,

leaders are sometimes called upon to take extraordinary actions, which in normal times would

surely constitute a violation of regime rules. Indeed, if the political context does not warrant

extraordinary policy measures, such measures may be used to shift the balance of power in the

favor of the leader. Critically, the supporter cannot necessarily know that a leader who is taking

an extraordinary action is doing so appropriately or in a power grab. We first consider several

properties of this regime in the absence of a court. We will then introduce a court and consider the

possible differences that it makes.

Baseline Model: Timing and Information

Following the setup in Stephenson and Fox (2011) we begin by assuming that a political context

can be understood by the players to be “normal” or “extraordinary,” as can be the policies leaders

adopt and the responses to those policies by followers. Specifically, let X = {n, x} denote the

set of possible descriptions of political contexts or actions taken by the leader or supporter. We

denote a political context ω ∈ X. We assume that a political context is drawn from a Bernoulli

distribution over X, which is known commonly to the players. We let π reflect the probability of an

extraordinary context. We assume further that the leader observes ω and then proposes a policy

response, p ∈ X, where p = x reflects an extraordinary policy that might violate regime rules and

p = n reflects a policy that is clearly understood not to violate these rules. Given this information

structure, the leader may be conceived of as one of two types, t ∈ X. We will refer to the leaders as

the extraordinary and normal types. Observing p, the supporter responds to the policy, choosing

an r ∈ X. We assume that r = x induces a costly conflict of uncertain outcome with the leader

whereas r = n results in continued support of the leader per the regime rules. A mixed strategy

for the leader, σl, assigns a probability distribution over X for each state, where σl(ω) indicates

individuals or the leader’s “winning coalition.” The key point is that the leader has immediate and

formal control over the instruments of governance.
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Pr(p = x|ω). Similarly, a mixed strategy for the supporter, σs, assigns a probability distribution

over X for each policy she observes, and where σs(p) indicates Pr(r = x|p).

Preferences

The game deals with how to ensure that policy responses match circumstances while also minimizing

conflict. To focus on that problem, we normalize the value of the regime agreement to 1. A failure

to respond to an extraordinary political context reduces the value of the regime to both players.

We scale the regime value by γ ∈ (0, 1) in the event that the ω = x 6= p. We assume that conflicts,

should they emerge, are resolved probabilistically. Specifically, if r = x, the leader receives v, where

v ∼ Be(α, β). In the event that ω = r = x 6= p, the leader and supporter receive γv and γ(1− v),

respectively. Finally, should ω = n = r 6= p, and the normal leader has unnecessarily taken the

extraordinary policy, we assume that the value of the regime to the leader (supporter) increases

(decreases) by k > 1. This implies the following payoff function for the leader:

ul =



1 if ω = p ∧ r = n

1 + k if ω = n = r 6= p

γ if ω = x 6= p = r

v if r = x ∧ ¬(ω = x 6= p)

γv if ω = r = x 6= p.

Likewise, the payoff function for the supporter is giving by

us =



1 if ω = p ∧ r = n

1− k if ω = n = r 6= p

γ if ω = x 6= p = r

1− v if r = x ∧ ¬(ω = x 6= p)

γ(1− v) if ω = r = x 6= p.

Analysis

Our solution concept is Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. We assume that beliefs are derived via

passive conjectures at information sets that are not reached. There are two types of equilibria in

the model, two of which involve the leader adopting the same policy independent of the political

circumstances, and one in which the types partially separate from each other.
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We begin by considering the possibility for a complete revelation of the political circumstances.

First note that the supporter will react normally to the normal policy, no matter her beliefs.

Independently of the political context, an extraordinary response to a normal policy only wastes

resources since the leader has not attempted to shift the balance of power. In the worst case scenario,

where the state warrants an extraordinary action but the leader acts normally (i.e., ω = x 6= p),

the supporter would only compound the problem (i.e., γ(1− E(v)) < γ).

The key question for the supporter is how to respond to an extraordinary policy. Suppose that

the leader chooses a policy that is matched to the state (p = ω). If this were true, the supporter

would infer the leader’s type upon observing the policy. Thus, upon observing the extraordinary

policy, the supporter would accept the policy, selecting a normal reaction (r = n). This kind of

reaction would provide the normal leader with a strong incentive to adopt an extraordinary policy,

and thus the equilibrium would unravel. Now suppose that each type selected a policy mismatched

to the state. In this case, the supporter would again correctly infer the leader’s type from the

policy. Upon observing the extraordinary policy, she would know that she confronts a normal

leader attempting to change the balance of power. For that reason, she would react extraordinarily

(setting r = x), and that would incentivize the normal leader to adopt the normal policy. Thus,

the baseline model is inconsistent with communication that fully reveals to the supporter the true

state of the world.

Lemma 1 There is no PBE in which the types fully separate.

Political Opportunism and Political Failure

There are two types of equilibria in this model, one in which the leader types can be expected to

take the same action and another in which the extraordinary leader can be distinguished partially

from the normal leader. Consider the first type of equilibrium. In an equilibrium in which both

leaders adopt the extraordinary policy, the supporter’s beliefs are defined via Bayes’s rule when

she observes the extraordinary policy (p = x). By passive conjectures, she holds the same beliefs

when observing an unexpected normal policy. As the prior probability of an extraordinary political

event increases, the supporter is naturally more likely to accept an extraordinary policy response.
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Definition 1 Let π̄ ≡ 1 − α
k(α+β) denote the prior probability of an extraordinary set of political

circumstances above which the supporter will choose r = n if she observes p = x when she expects

the leaders to adopt the same policy.

When the probability that the political context is extraordinary is sufficiently high (when π ≥

π̄), the supporter will accept an extraordinary policy response, knowing that sometimes she will

fall victim to opportunistic behavior by the normal leader – a leader whose extraordinary policy

is ill suited to the state. As the consequences of an inappropriate use of the extraordinary policy

become increasingly problematic (k increases), that is, for large shifts in the nature of the regime

that follow from opportunistic leader behavior, it becomes increasingly difficult to sustain this kind

of behavior. Still, if ever the supporter is expected to behave in this way, both leaders will select

the extraordinary policy for all other values of the model’s parameters. In contrast, for low values

of π, the model is consistent with a pooling equilibrium in which both leaders simply adopt the

normal policy, independent of the state, expecting the supporter to select r = x if she observes the

extraordinary policy. For this kind of profile of strategies to be part of a PBE, the extraordinary

leader must be unwilling to engage in conflict, which requires that the consequences of failing to

respond to extraordinary circumstances must be less severe than the political conflict that would

ensue were he to move forward with an extraordinary policy (i.e., γ ≥ E(v)).

Proposition 1 For π ≥ π̄, there exists a pooling PBE in which both leaders adopt p = x and the

supporter sets r = n in response to all policies. For π < π̄ and γ ≥ E(v), there exists a pooling

equilibrium in which both types adopt p = n and the supporter sets r = n if p = n and r = x if

p = x. The supporter’s beliefs are equal to her priors at all information sets.

Interpretation These equilibria reflect two distinct, and yet related problems of managing regime

rules. The first, investigated carefully by Svolik (2012), involves deterring leaders from reneging on

regime rules by taking advantage of uncertainties about the true nature of policy challenges. An

equilibrium in which the leaders pool on the extraordinary policy involves such rule violations –

they are successful in political contexts in which the likelihood that regime rules ought to be bent

is relatively high. In such contexts, opportunistic leaders can take advantage of perceived crises to

alter bargains that were previously necessary for compromise. The second problem, addressed by

Stephenson and Fox (2011), is that sometimes leaders with the best of intentions are deterred from
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taking extraordinary actions when such actions would be appropriate, i.e., political circumstances

that call for extraordinary action are not responded to appropriately. This kind of policy failure

emerges in the second equilibrium when it appears that political circumstances do not warrant

extraordinary action, yet in reality they do. Leaders hoping to act in good faith can be deterred

from doing so because of the very same uncertainties that can produce opportunistic behavior.

Despite the fact that these equilibria present one of two political failures, critically, the players

avoid conflict in both cases, albeit for different reasons.

Political Conflict

The second type of equilibrium will involve conflict between the players, at least on occasion. Sup-

pose that the supporter reacts extraordinarily to an extraordinary policy with positive probability,

and that further, the extraordinary leader moves forward with the extraordinary policy, but that

the normal leader chooses the extraordinary policy with positive probability. In this kind of equi-

librium, the supporter must be selecting the extraordinary response at a sufficient rate to deter

the normal leader from always attempting to take advantage of the supporter’s uncertainty (i.e.,

always setting p = x); and, yet the normal leader cannot be too aggressive so that the supporter

would always react extraordinarily (i.e., always setting r = x).

Definition 2 Let ρ ≡ k
k+1−E(v) denote the value of σs(x) such that the normal leader is indifferent

between his two policies; and, let λ ≡ π
(1−π)(1−E(v)k−1)

− π
(1−π) denote the value of σl(n) such that

the supporter is indifferent between her two responses, when the extraordinary type is expected to

adopt p = x.

It is useful to note that 1
2 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and that 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 as long as π < 1− α

k(α+β) , so that this kind

of equilibrium requires that the prior probability that the state is extraordinary is sufficiently low

(i.e., π < π̄).

Proposition 2 For π < π̄ and γ < E(v), there exists a semi-separating equilibrium in which the

players adopt the following strategies:

sl(ω) =

{
1 if ω = x

λ if ω = n
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ss(p) =

{
0 if p = n

ρ if p = x,

The supporter believes Pr(ω = x|p = x) = π
π+(1−π)λ and may have any beliefs having observed

p = n.

In this case, policy failure is avoided, however, it is exchanged for both allowing violations of regime

rules and costly conflict on occasion.17

The probabilities of regime violations and conflict depend on the equilibrium rates with which

normal leaders adopt extraordinary policies and supporters refuse to accept them. What is more,

a third political problem emerges. Specifically, conflict, when it emerges, can reflect efforts to

stop opportunism, but it can also reflect a fundamental miscalculation – where supporters react

extraordinarily to a leader’s good faith effort to solve a serious policy problem.

Interpretation Figure 7 summarizes features of the three equilibria in the baseline model. The

left panel displays the probability with which the normal leader adopts the extraordinary policy

in any equilibrium. When it is sufficiently likely that the state is extraordinary (above π̄), the

game’s equilibrium will involve both leaders selecting the extraordinary policy (pooling on p = x),

where the normal leader always takes advantage of the fortuitous situation. Below π̄, equilibrium

opportunism depends on the way in which the consequences to the extraordinary leader of failing

to match the state relate to the expected outcome of a conflict. Should the consequences of a

policy failure be insignificant relative to the expected outcome of a regime conflict (i.e., γ > E(v)),

both leaders will adopt the normal policy, resulting in a policy failure but one that avoids a costly

conflict. However, should the consequences of policy failure be significant relative to the expected

17The same strategy profile can be part of a PBE if γ ≥ E(v), as long as k is sufficiently small

(k < 1−γ−E(v)(1−γ)
γ−E(v) ). To simply the discussion, we will assume that k is larger than this threshold

in cases where it would matter. This assumption does not influence the findings that follow. In the

appendix, we will show that as k increases, the probability of conflict at lower levels of π decreases.

This result holds should there also be a mixed strategy equilibrium for γ ≥ E(v), since in such

a case, increasing k would make it more difficult to sustain such an equilibrium, and in it’s place

would be a pooling equilibrium in which the conflict probability is 0.
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Figure 7: The left panel displays the equilibrium probability of opportunism in the model’s three
equilibria. The right panel shows the probability of regime conflict.

outcome of a regime conflict, then the equilibrium will be in mixed strategies. As the figure suggests,

the normal leader’s probability of choosing the extraordinary policy rises in the prior probability

that the state is extraordinary, reflecting the fact that it becomes easier to take advantage of the

supporter as expectations become increasingly certain that the political circumstances do in fact

warrant extraordinary action.

The right panel shows the equilibrium probability of conflict across our three cases. Notably,

when a conflict is likely to be particularly costly (or when policy failures are insignificant), there

will be no conflict in equilibrium. This is reflected by the blue curve, which tracks the probability

of conflict in the pooling equilibria. When the policy failure consequences are significant (again

relative to expected outcomes of a conflict), in contrast, the probability of conflict rises in the prior

probability of extraordinary circumstances, but only up to π̄, after which it drops to zero, because

once people believe that the state of the world is truly extraordinary, supporters will accept extraor-

dinary policies and normal leaders will take advantage of them. Thus, in the baseline model, the

probability of conflict is both non-linear in expectations about the seriousness of potential political

crises, as well as conditional on the consequences of failing to respond to those consequences.
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Constitutional Review Model

We now consider a model in which a court endowed with constitutional review powers is called

upon to evaluate the policy produced by the leader. The model is sparse. For one, we assume

that the policy is reviewed if enacted, setting aside concerns over who would have the incentive to

challenge a policy in court, as well as questions of jurisdiction or standing, which might limit the

ability of potentially aggrieved parties to sue. Likewise, a judicial decision will come in the form of

a veto, setting aside concerns over rules that the court might set to govern future policy outcomes

, as well as properties of rules, which might complicate the interpretation of the decision. Despite

these simplifications, the model is designed to address the core ideas in work on courts and their

effects on regime compromise. What is essential here is that the court can issue a decision that,

formally at least, sets aside the policy adopted by the leader.

Timing and information

In this version of the model, we continue to assume that a political context is first drawn from a

Bernoulli distribution over X, and that the leader adopts a policy p1 ∈ X. If p1 = n, then the

structure is identical to the baseline, i.e., the supporter chooses a reaction r1 ∈ X. Instead, if

p1 = x, we assume that the court is called upon to issue a decision. The court selects a decision

d ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 indicates a ruling finding that the policy does not violate regime rules and where

1 indicates the opposite. Should the court select 0, as in the baseline, the supporter then selects an

r2 ∈ X. Should the court select 1, the leader is called upon to play again, and may select p2 ∈ X.

We conceive of p2 = x as a policy reimplementing the extraordinary policy, the consequences of

which we parameterize. Finally, the supporter selects an r3 ∈ X should the leader adopt p2 = x.

A mixed behavioral strategy for the leader, σl, assigns a probability distribution over X for

each state, and for all histories (ω, x, 1). Similarly, a mixed behavioral strategy for the supporter,

σs, assigns a probability distribution over X for all histories (ω, n), (ω, x, 0), and (ω, x, 1, p2).

Preferences

The supporter’s preferences reflect those of the baseline. She wishes the policy to match the

state; she loses utility from opportunistic leadership behavior (reflected by k), from a policy failure

(reflected by γ) and in the event of conflict (1 − v), precisely as in the baseline. None of this is
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influenced by the court’s decision, so that in particular, the supporter does not pay a cost for the

litigation, and does not care whether the leader adopts pi = n if ω = n in response to a court

order or when first called upon to set the policy. We make a similar assumption about the leader,

however, we also assume that should the leader defy a court order, he pays a cost b > 0. This cost

may be interpreted in a variety of ways from the consequences of public protest, electoral losses, a

decrease in international investment flowing from increased uncertainty about the inviolability of

contracts, etc. The key point is that defying a court order may be more or less costly to the leader.

We assume that in the event that p1 6= p2, the leader may accept the court’s decision without cost.

Our approach to the court’s preferences reflects elements of the literature in comparative judicial

politics. We will assume first that the court wishes to allow extraordinary policies only should the

state of the world warrant it. Thus, we assume that the court’s preferences track the supporter’s

identically. We do so in order to provide minimal autonomy from the government, which is necessary

for any information to be influenced by the court, but the assumption also sets the stage for a court

to play the role of political insurance. We also assume that, all else equal, the court would prefer to

be obeyed, and thus assume that the court pays a cost c > 0 should the leader defy an order. We do

not assume that the court receives a special signal about the true state of the world. Instead, the

court will have to infer it as anyone else in society. The court’s utility is characterized as follows.

uc(pi, rj ;ω) = I1a− I2c

for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3; and, where I1 is an indicator variable that takes the value of 1 when the

court has set d = 0 if ω = p1 and 0 otherwise; and, where I2 is an indicator variable that takes

the value of 1 if p2 = x and 0 otherwise. Thus, a reflects the value of the making a decision that

matches the state and c the cost of being defied, as described above.

Analysis

As in the baseline model, the supporter will always react normally to the normal policy. We can

restrict the leader’s strategies as well. Note that the leader is indifferent between setting p1 = n

and setting p1 = x and p2 = n, whatever the supporter’s strategy. For this reason, we will not
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consider strategies that involve the leader initially adopting the extraordinary policy, knowing that

the court will strike it down, a decision that he will ultimately accept.18

As in the baseline, this version of the model is inconsistent with behavior that fully reveals the

state of the world to the players who are uncertain about it. Suppose that the leader sets pi = ω.

Upon observing the p1 = x, the court would uphold the policy and the supporter would accept

it. This would incentivize the normal leader to set p1 = x, as well. And of course, if the leader

set p 6= ω, then upon observing p1 = x, the court would infer that the normal leader had engaged

in opportunism, strike down the policy, and the normal leader would accept the decision, knowing

that the supporter would set r3 = x should he not back down.

Lemma 2 There exists no fully separating equilibrium in the constitutional review game.

The equilibria in the constitutional review game turn on the court’s beliefs over the state, which

are shared of course by the supporter. For sufficient confidence that the state is extraordinary, the

court will declare the extraordinary policy to be an acceptable use of power.

Definition 3 Let π̄c ≡ a−c
2a denote the value of π above which the court will select d = 0 if the

leader types are expected to adopt the same policy.

This threshold depends on the cost the court perceives for being defied. As will be clear, any

case in which c > a, and the court cares more about compliance than exercising its judgment

sincerely, results in equilibria that reflect the baseline case precisely. Obviously a highly deferential

court, one that behaves as if it were not part of the political system, will not influence behavior

at all. The interesting cases involve those in which a > c, and thus the court might be willing to

exercise its authority to declare policies invalid under regime rules.

Equilibria in the Constitutional Review Game

The constitutional review model contains three classes of equilibria, which reflect closely the results

of the baseline model, as the following proposition suggests. We first state these conditions formally,

and then compare the results to the baseline, relying in part on Figure 8 below.

18Such strategies could be part of a PBE, but they would exist in precisely the same region of the

parameter space consisting with pooling equilibria in which the leader types both adopt p1 = n.
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Proposition 3 There are two types of pooling equilibria in the constitutional review game, which

can be divided into four sub cases:

Case 1a: For π ≥ max{π̄, π̄c}, there exists a pooling PBE in which both leaders adopt p = x,

the court selects d = 0, and the supporter always sets r = n.

Case 1b: For π̄ ≤ π < π̄c and b ≤ min{k, 1 − γ}, there exists a pooling PBE in which both

leaders adopt p = x, the court selects d = 1, and the supporter always sets r = n.

Case 2a: For π̄c ≤ π < π̄ and γ ≥ E(v), there exists a pooling PBE in which both leaders adopt

p = n, the court selects d = 0, and the supporter always sets r = x.

Case 2b: For π < min{π̄, π̄c} and γ ≥ E(v)−b, there exists a pooling PBE in which both leaders

adopt p = n, the court selects d = 1, and the supporter always sets r = x.

Beliefs for the court and supporters are equal to their priors at all information sets.

As in the baseline model, there are also mixed strategy equilibria in which the extraordinary

leader adopts the extraordinary policy for sure yet the normal leader choses the extraordinary

policy with positive probability.

Proposition 4 In a mixed strategy equilibrium of the constitutional review game, the extraordinary

leader always sets pi = x and the normal leader chooses pi = x with probability λ. The court sets

d = 0 if either a < c or if a > c and λ ≤ a−c
(1−π)(a+c) . It sets d = 1 otherwise. The supporter

chooses r = n if ever p = n, chooses r = x with probability equal to ρ if the court sets d = 0;

otherwise, she sets the probability of r = x to ρ2 ≡ k−b
k+1−E(v) . The supporter and court believe that

Pr(ω = x|p = x) = π
π+(1−π)λ . The supporter may have any beliefs having observed p = n.

Importantly, if ever the players adopt mixed strategies in equilibrium, the normal leader plays

the exact same strategy as he did in the baseline. The reason is that if ever the supporter is called

upon to react to an extraordinary policy – independently of the court’s decision – her expected

utility calculus is identical to the baseline model. Thus, to render the supporter indifferent, the

normal leader adopts the same probability distribution over X. In contrast, the mixed strategy

that the supporter adopts depends on the court’s decision. Should the court uphold the policy

in equilibrium, the supporter would adopt the same mixed strategy; however, should the court be

expected to strike the policy down, the normal leader confronts an additional cost to opportunism.
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This is because he must defy the court order. For that reason, the supporter’s equilibrium prob-

ability of an extraordinary action must drop in order to prevent the normal leader from simply

adopting the normal policy. Thus we can state the following result.

Result 1 In any mixed strategy equilibrium of the constitutional review game, the probability of

conflict is weakly lower than it is in the baseline game.

Interpretation Figure 8 provides a visual summary of the key differences between the equilibria

of the baseline and constitutional review games. The upper left displays regions of the parameter

space for which the three classes of equilibria emerge. The x-axis reflects the prior probability

that the state is extraordinary, whereas the y-axis reflects the consequences of a failure of the

extraordinary leader to choose an appropriate policy. The upper right displays the same information

for the constitutional review game, in a case where the costs to the court of being defied are relatively

large. The bottom panel also depicts the results of the constitutional review game, but for relatively

low costs of defiance.

The figure displays immediately the consequences of including constitutional review in this

interaction, even a form of constitutional review that does not inject the interaction with additional

information about the underlying state of the world. Consider the upper right panel. Although

the region of Opportunism has not changed, because the court’s threshold for upholding policies

is relatively low, what has changed is the region where mixed strategy equilibria were possible.

In their place we find pooling equilibria in which policy failures result. The addition of the court

increases the cost of adopting the extraordinary policy. Clearly, if the costs of defying a court (b)

are close to zero, then the constitutional model reduces to the baseline, as the lower threshold on

the y-axis would converge on the higher threshold. Similarly, as we discussed above, if the court’s

costs of defiance (c) increase, the first threshold on the x-axis converges on zero, and again, the

constitutional review game reduces to the baseline.

The bottom panel displays the effects of constitutional review when judges do not perceive

considerable costs to being defied. The region in which mixed strategies are possible is further

reduced, because the court is willing to strike policies at higher probabilities when the state is

extraordinary (i.e., ω = x), and thus the costs of pursuing the extraordinary policy are higher in
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Figure 8: Classes of Equilibria in the Baseline and Constitutional Review Games. The upper left
panel describes equilibria in the baseline model for varying levels of γ and π. The upper right
panel describes equilibria for the constitutional review model for large values of c. The bottom panel
describes equilibria for the constitutional review game with small values of c.
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a larger set of contexts. Similarly, the policy failure region begins to invade the region in which

opportunism was possible.

Combining this analysis with the Result 1, the role of a court in helping elites manage regime

rules becomes clear. First, by raising the costs of taking extraordinary measures, courts endowed

with review powers encourage leaders to be careful about how they respond to political challenges.

Importantly, however, this effect comes at a price – namely leaders who might have attempted to

solve policy challenges with extraordinary measures are more likely to let such opportunities go.

This avoids conflict, but it does so by inviting policy failure. The second mechanism by which

courts reduce conflict is more subtle. In an equilibrium in which the normal leader sometimes

engages in opportunistic behavior, if the court is expected to strike such policies, the equilibrium

probability with which the supporter reacts aggressively is lower relative to the game without the

court. The reason is that since the costs of opportunism have been increased, the supporter must

be less likely to react extraordinarily (set r = x) in order to offset the normal leader’s increased

incentive to adopt the normal policy (p = n).

Figure 9 shows the practical effects of these dynamics. The left panel shows the equilibrium

probabilities of conflict in the baseline model versus those in the constitutional review model.

We consider the case in which γ < E(v), where there is the possibility of mixed strategies (and

thus conflict) in both the baseline and constitutional review games. The left panel shows the

equilibrium probabilities of conflict for E(v) − b < γ < E(v). We refer to this as middling values

of γ – substantively we are considering a case in which the consequences of failing to solve the

policy crisis are reasonably high. For values of π below the court’s threshold for upholding policies,

the difference in probabilities is striking. Where the model without review shows an increasing

probability of conflict, the model with constitutional reviews shows that the probability of conflict

is flat and zero for low values of π. Above that threshold, at roughly π = .38 in the example,

conflict emerges in the constitutional review game but it is always lower than in the baseline.

Likewise, the rate at which the probability increases is lower than it is in the baseline model.

Above π̄ conflict is equally likely in both cases. Turning to the right panel, the results are nearly

identical. When γ < E(v) − b, and the consequences of failing to respond to a political crisis are

highly significant, conflict emerges with positive probability in both game types; however, the rate
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at which this probability increases remains lower in the constitutional review game. We can thus

state the following result.
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Figure 9: Equilibrium Conflict Probabilities in Baseline and Constitutional Review Games. Black
curves indicate probabilities in the baseline model whereas the dashed red curves indicate probabilities
in the constitutional revue game. The left panel shows the results for middling values of γ. The
right panel shows results for high values of gamma. In each panel, the probability of conflict in the
constitutional review game is never larger than it is in the baseline game, for all values of π.

Result 2 The probability of conflict is weakly lower in the constitutional review game than in the

baseline game.

Summary

The baseline model identified conditions under which we might expect opportunism, policy failure

and political conflict as elites attempt to manage regime rules. The constitutional review model

suggests that conflict is less likely with constitutional review carried out by a minimally independent

court, even one that does not enjoy special informational advantages. To do so, courts first must be

willing to use their authority and they must accept that doing so will result in conflict with leading

officials. Non-compliance must be a part of the process by which courts help groups manage regime

compromises. Constitutional review also is likely to reduce opportunism. However, both of these

effects, decreases in conflict and opportunism, come at the expense of an increased likelihood of
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policy failures. By encouraging leaders to limit their power, tensions are relieved, yet leaders will

sometimes fail to respond to policy challenges when their supporters would like them to do so.19

A Model with a Stronger Version of Autonomy

The court in our model is autonomous in the sense that it does not necessarily share the preferences

of the leader – it simply wants the policy to match the state. Of course, modeled this way attaches

the court to the supporter, which is itself another way to lack autonomy. That is, the court asked

whether there is evidence of compelling contextual reasons for an extraordinary policy – this is

exactly what the supporter wants to know. Set up in this way, constitutional review nevertheless

reduces conflict, but it does so without powerfully resolving the elites’ information problems. An

alternative approach to autonomy might do more.

Consider the court’s payoff function. Suppose that we let I1 take on the value of 1 only if

p1 = ω and the court judges the means to be appropriate to the ends. That is, the court is no

longer simply interested in knowing whether the facts warranted an extraordinary action. Instead,

it wants to know whether the means are appropriate, say given the norms and traditions of a

democratic society. Consider a policy in which the court does not find the means appropriate even

if ω = x. Here, the court would strike down the policy for all beliefs in the state, so long as a > c.

In this case, there exists a fully separating equilibrium, one in which only the extraordinary

leader sets p = x. For this to work, the extraordinary leader must be prepared to defy the court,

while the normal leader is not, so that k ≤ b < 1 − γ. The costs of a backlash must not be too

high so that the extraordinary leader would accept the failure but they must not be low enough to

induces the normal leader to act opportunistically. In this equilibrium, the supporter would learn

the true state of the world. The court would still be defied if ω = x, but the benefit to society

of defiance is clear communication of the elite’s understandings of regime rules. Conflict would

be avoided because of the accurate communication of the leader’s true motives. The bottom line

is that a court that is sufficiently independent from important political interests in society can

powerfully resolve the regime’s communication problems. Such a court would do so by exercising

judgment, even knowing that it’s decisions are likely to be met with resistance or outright defiance.

19In the appendix, we consider a final version of the model, in which our concept of judicial
autonomy is somewhat stronger than it has been in the constitutional review model.
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General Implications of the Analysis

We began our theoretical discussion by highlighting features of existing accounts that we believed

were worth considering further. This section summarizes our view of how the model helps clarify

the role that courts might play in models in helping elites manage communication about potential

violations of regime rules. We also discuss additional implications of the analysis. We arrange our

discussion around several questions.

• Under what conditions do courts help leaders reveal private information?

– Carrubba and Gabel provide a persuasive account of how judicial processes might incen-

tivize the revelation of private information, yet we might suspect that judicial processes

do not always have such an effect. In our model, courts change the nature of commu-

nication between elites under three conditions. Judges must have preferences that are

disconnected from both the leadership and the opposition. Simply rendering courts in-

dependent of the government is not enough for the judicial process we consider to help

reveal information. Second, judges must be willing must be willing to be defied and

governments must be willing to defy them.

In these circumstances, judicial review can improve communication about the rationales

for taking actions that appear to violate regime rules. It is worth asking whether this

scenario is likely to emerge in many states during many years. Appointment processes

commonly connect judges to particular political projects. Alternation of power can

produce diverse judiciaries but it is unclear how judges can ever be fully disconnected

from the central cleavages that structure the politics of their states. And of course as we

have argued, courts can influence regime stability even if they are unable to meaningfully

influence communication among elites, a point to which we now turn.

• If judges do not influence communication between elites can they influence regime stability?

– We find that they can. Even in cases where courts do not materially influence the

exchange of information, they influence regime conflict in two ways. They provide in-

centives to all types of leaders to be more prudent, to take aggressive actions less often.

Simultaneously, the in the event that opposition leaders observe an action that is a
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potential violation of regime rules, courts cause these leaders to police this kind of ac-

tivity less aggressively. By providing leaders with a clear and costly pathway to the

production of extraordinary policies (defiance of the judiciary), judicial processes lower

the temperature of intra-elite conflict.

• What are the broader implications of this kind of judicial effect on regime conflict? We see

several.

– The first implication is that courts translate potential conflict in political society into

inter-institutional conflict. Importantly, though, autonomous judges cannot fully resolve

political instability. We should expect to observe regime conflicts even when judges are

independent.

– Second, non-compliance with judicial orders can be part of a robust political system.

Clearly, there are well-understood normative rationales for expecting leaders to comply

with judicial orders. And broad disrespect for judicial authority could have negative

consequences for a wide array of economic and political activities. That said, non-

compliance can also also be part of a process by which leaders communicate about

their resolve and the seriousness of the policy problems they confront. This kind of

communication can strengthen regimes.

– For this type of mechanism to work, judges must not be “single-minded pursuers of

compliance,” an assumption that seems to pervade much of the political science literature

on judicial politics. While it is unlikely that judges prefer a world in which orders

are routinely ignored, there is abundant evidence that judges understand that legal

systems sometimes require flexibility. It is useful to recall that non-compliance need

not manifest as a categorical refusal to implement a judicial order forever and under

all circumstances. Some forms of non-compliance emerge in contexts where judges and

administrators negotiate the best way for the state to fulfill its duties - a process that

plays out over time. In these contexts, judges understand that their orders will not

be implemented. The Colombian Constitutional Court’s effort to force the Colombian

state to address a massive failure to protect victims of the internal conflict is particularly

instructive in this regard (Cepeda 2009). So too is the experience of international judges,
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especially judges on regional human rights courts (European Court of Human Rights or

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights) where non-compliance is understood to be

a massive problem. A participant at a Brandeis University conference of international

jurists, commenting on the the eventual implementation of decisions regarding gay rights

suggested, “There is wisdom in waiting, as events occur later, and decisions that are not

enforced become enforced” (The International Center for Ethics and Life N.d.). Although

the problems international judges confront are often thought to be distinct from those

confronted by domestic judges, in many respects they are quite similar. It may be that

in that similarity may lie useful insight into how legal systems might best wrestle with

the tensions that follow from pursuing many rule of law values.

Empirical Implications

The theoretical model suggests a number of empirical implications. Here we highlight a number of

salient claims, beginning with claims regarding the actions of leaders.

The primary way through which the independent courts influence regime conflict is by incen-

tivizing prudence on the part of leaders. The flip side of this coin is that leaders with private beliefs

that are suggestive of a serious policy problem will be less likely to take necessary actions in the

presence of independent courts than they would be in their absence. This to say that the price of

a reduction in regime conflict is in part what we are calling policy failure. As an empirical matter,

we believe that it is difficult, perhaps completely infeasible to identify measures (even proxy mea-

sures) of policy failure itself. We can measure actions that might be perceived as extraordinary.

Specifically, we will consider the decision of a state to declare a state of emergency.

• Leaders should be less likely to declare a state of emergency in the presence of an independent

court.

We are interested in identifying other types of activities that could be considered “extraordinary”

actions on behalf of leaders and are open to suggestions at this stage of our analysis. Finally, we

intend to conduct case studies of leadership decision-making processes in the context of threats to

the state. We anticipate the following.
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• Leaders confronting independent courts will be likely to debate what can be done to address

perceived crises without violating the law.

We are considering a comparison of responses to terrorism in Turkey prior to and following the

recent democratic backslide. We are also considering an analysis of George W. Bush’s response to

the 9/11 attacks and to the Trump administrations efforts to impose its travel restrictions in light

of significant judicial pushback.

We also consider implications of the model for regime conflict itself. We have already conducted

a series of analyses of democratic regime survival as well as coup attempts (Staton, Reenock and

Lindberg 2015). We consider the following expectations there.

• Democratic states should be particularly vulnerable to breakdown (coup attempts) when judi-

ciaries are significantly attacked by politicians. Attacks on court’s institutions and personnel

incentive the kind of strategic behavior that renders courts irrelevant to intra-elite conflict.

• Democratic states need not be vulnerable to breakdown (coup attempts) to simple non-

compliance. Indeed, non-compliance is part of the process by which the mechanism we de-

scribe works.

• Democratic states should be made less vulnerable to breakdown in the presence of strong civil

societies, which empower courts and incentivize them to be willing to render independent

decisions.

We also can consider implications of the model with respect to responses to aggressive state

decisions. As we know, there will be no conflict in cases in which actors believe that there are good

reasons for leaders to behave aggressively. Thus, we anticipate the following.

• Conditional on a leader taking an aggressive action, conflict is most likely (least likely) when

conditions observable by all members of society suggest that there is (not) a crisis.

We are still contemplating how to carry out this analysis exactly, but we have been thinking about

responses to different types of emergency declarations following different types of crisis. Admittedly,

we are still working on this one!
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Conclusion

The book has a concluding chapter.
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Appendix

Table 10: Bi-Variate Regression Estimates of Association between of Helmke Judicial Attack Mea-
sures and V-Dem Judicial Reform and Packing Indicators

‘

Helmke Judicial Attacks on V-DEM Judicial Reforms and Packing

Executive Judicial Attack Executive Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack Legislative Judicial Attack

V-Dem Judicial Reforms -0.5755** -0.6048** 0.2271 -0.1620
(0.2243) (0.2379) (0.7939) (0.4259)

Constant —– -3.3338*** —– -3.5894***
—– (0.7387) —– (0.6247)

V-Dem Judicial Packing -0.0339 -0.2433 -0.4110 -0.4574**
(0.2384) (0.1846) (0.3882) (0.1999)

Constant —– -3.1590*** —– -3.5046***
—– (0.4904) —– (0.2459)

Estimated Model Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects Fixed Effects Random Effects
Number of Countries 9 18 8 18
Number of Observations 206 406 182 406

Note: FE, RE indicate V-Dem judicial reform and packing coefficients are estimated from a fixed-
effect or random-effect model. Standard errors are bootstrapped with 50 iterations. Two-tailed
tests of statistical significance are displayed: *p < .05, **p < .01.

Baseline Model

Proof of Lemma 1. In text.

Proof of Proposition 1. If the players pool on the policy x, the supporter believes that

Pr(ω = x|p) = π, that Pr(ω = n|p) = 1 − π via Bayes’s rule at I(x) and passive conjectures at

I(n). As argued in the text, the supporter always selects n at I(n). At I(x), the expected utility

of setting r = x is 1− E(v) and the expected utility of setting r = n is 1− k(1− π), and thus the

supporter chooses n iff π ≥ 1− α
k(α+β) ≡ π̄. Should π ≥ π̄ and the players pool on x, the supporter

will choose n, and if that is true, neither player can profit from choosing n. Should π < π̄, pooling

on x cannot be part of a PBE, since the supporter would set r = x, giving the normal leader

an incentive to select p = n. Suppose that π < π̄ and that the leaders both select n. At both

information sets the supporter continues to hold her prior beliefs about the state, by Bayes’s rule

or passive conjectures. For the leader’s strategy to be part of a PBE, the supporter must be setting

r = n at I(x), which she does. Given this, the normal leader has no incentive to set p = x, since

1− E(v) < 1. For the extraordinary type to select n, we require γ ≥ E(v).

Proof of Proposition 2. In the proposed mixed strategy PBE, the supporter and the normal

leader must be indifferent between selecting n and x. Consider the normal leader. Since the
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supporter always chooses n at I(n), the expected utility of setting p = n is 1, whereas the expected

utility of p = x is ρ(E(v)) + (1 − ρ)(1 + k). Thus we need ρ? = k
(k+1−E(v)) . Now consider the

supporter. The expected utility of x is 1−E(v) and the expected utility of n is Pr(t = x|p = x) +

(1 − Pr(t = x|p = x))(1 − k). Thus, we need Pr(t = x|p = x) = 1 − E(v)
k . In equilibrium Pr(t =

x|p = x) = π
π+(1−π)λ , and so solving for λ and given k > 1, we have λ? = π

(1−π)(1−E(v)
k

)
− π

(1−π) .

Since 1− E(v)
k > 0, λ? > 0, and a little algebra shows that λ? ≤ 1 as long as π < 1− E(v)

k .

The extraordinary leader receives γ should he choose p = n. The expected utility of choosing

x is ρ?(E(v) + (1 − ρ?) and thus he prefers x to n as long as ρ? ≤ 1−γ
1−E(v) . Should γ < E(v), this

condition is always met since 1−γ
1−E(v) would be greater than 1. If γ ≥ E(v), the condition is met if

k ≥ 1−γ−E(v)(1−γ)
γ−E(v) .

Proof of Result ??. For γ < E(v), the probability of opportunism is 0 for all values of k. For

γ > E(v) the probability of conflict, Pr(conflict), depends on k until π ≥ π̄. For π < π̄, ∂ρ
∂k > 0

and ∂λ
∂k < 0. But ∂2ρ

∂k2
> 0 while ∂2λ

∂k2
< 0. The consequence is that the increase in ρ caused by an

increase in k offsets the simultaneous decrease in λ.

Constitutional Review Model

Proof of Lemma 2. In text.

Proof of Proposition 3. If the players pool on the policy x, the supporter and court believe that

Pr(ω = x|p) = π, that Pr(ω = n|p) = 1−π via Bayes’s rule on the equilibrium path and via passive

conjectures off path. As argued in the text, the supporter always selects n at if p−1 = n. Whatever

the court decides, the supporter faces the same choice as in the baseline model in response to p2.

If π ≥ max{π̄, π̄c}, the court upholds the extraordinary policy, and neither leader has an incentive

to adopt p = n. If π̄ ≤ π < π̄c, the court would strike down the policy. Again, the supporter would

confront the same choice calculus as in the baseline, and thus set r = n no matter what the court

has ruled. However, to sustain pooling, the leaders must defy the order. For this to be true, the

backlash parameter must be sufficiently small, as argued in the text.

To sustain a PBE with pooling on the normal policy, it must be that the supporter would

choose r = x off the equilibrium path. If the court is expected to set d = 0, then the problem for

the leaders is exactly as in the baseline, and we require γ ≥ E(v). If instead, the court strikes the
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policy, the leaders would have to pay a further cost to implement x. Both leaders will adopt n so

long as γ ≥ E(v)− b.

Proof of Proposition 1. In any mixed strategy equilibrium of both games, the Pr(conflict) =

πρ+ (1−π)ρλ. In the constitutional review game, ρ is strictly smaller than it is the baseline game,

since b > 0.

Proof of Proposition 2. In text.

Proof of Proposition 4. Since the leaders only either choose pi = x or pi = n, the question

of what probability to play on each policy decision for the leader is captured by the same logic.

As before both the supporter and the normal leader must be indifferent between x and n. The

supporter’s calculus is identical to the baseline model. To see this, note that whatever the court

decides in response to p1 = x the expected utility of x is 1− E(v) and the expected utility of n is

Pr(t = x|p = x) + (1− Pr(t = x|p = x))(1− k). For the leaders the calculus is slightly different.

Since the supporter always chooses n at I(n), the expected utility of setting p = n is 1, whereas

the expected utility of p = x is ρ(E(v)− b) + (1−ρ)(1 +k− b). Thus we need ρ? = k−b
(k+1−E(v)) . This

quantity is greater than zero as long as b < k.

Proof of Result 2. The probability of conflict is precisely zero in the pooling equilibria of both

games. There are values of the parameters such that there is a mixed strategy equilibrium in the

baseline game when there are only pooling equilibria in the constitutional review game. In every

case in which mixed strategies are played for the same parameter values in the both games, the

probability of conflict is weakly higher in the baseline game, because the supporter sets a higher

probability of an extraordinary reaction while the normal leader sets the same probability of an

extraordinary policy as he did in the baseline.
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